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Pesticide Regulation. Initiative Statute
Official Title and Summary:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PESTICIDE REGULATIO!\. I~ITIATIVE STATIJTE
Expands state pesticide residue monitoring program for produce, processed foods.
Establishes state training, information programs for pesticide users.
~1andates review of cancer-causing pesticides.
Creates. modifies pesticide-related state advisory panels.
Creates state-appointed advocate to coordinate pesticide policies.
Eliminates some industry fees for pesticide regulatory programs.
Restructures penalties, system of fines, for regulatory violations.
Provides for state disposal of unregistered pesticides.
Appropriates $5,000,000 annually through 1995 to fund pestiCide-related research.
Provides that between competing initiatives regulating pesticides, measure obtaining most votes
supersedes components of other(s) dealing with pesticide enforcement for food, water and worker
safety.

Summary of Legislative Analyst's
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact:
• One-time state General Fund cost of approximately $4 million, and annual costs of approximately $5.5
million. for pesticide and food safety programs.
• Estimated annual state revenue loss of approximately $1.5 million due to repeal of industry fees.
• One-time state General Fund cost of approximately $20 million, unknown annual costs, to fund collection
and disposal of unregistered pesticides.
• State General Fund cost of $25 million over five years to support pest management research, and annual
General Fund cost of up to $600,000 for purchase of sterile fruit flies.
• Additional state administrative and regulatory costs ranging from $200,000 for Environmental Advocate
to, possibly, several million dollars annually for other programs.

i
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Analysis by the Legislative Analyst
Background
Many foods grown in California are treated with pesticides
to control bugs, molds, and other pests. The use of pesticides
in California is regulated by the California Department of
Food and Agriculture (OFA) and other state agencies. The
OF A's pesticide regulation activities are funded from the
state's General Fund, a tax on pesticides, and license and
registration fees. The state also administers programs for (1)
the disposal of hazardous waste, including pesticides, (2)
research on pest management techniques, (3) pest control,
including activities aimed at controlling outbreaks of the
Mediterranean fruit fly, and (4) transportation of hazardous
materials.
Pesticides and Food Safety. Under current law, before a
pesticide can be used or sold in California it must first be
registered by both the OFA and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The manufacturer
of the pesticide must submit information to the OF A on the
potential health effects that may be caused by the active
ingredients in the pesticide. (These ingredients are those that
kill pests.) If using a pesticide will result in some of the
pesticide remaining in or on the food, the registration
restricts the amount allowed to remain in order to prevent
anv harmful health effects.
the DFA currently tests about 17,000 samples of over 200
different kinds of produce each year to determine if they are
likely to contain levels of pesticides that may be harmful if
eaten. Produce that exceeds the allowable level of pesticide
residues are destroved.
Pesticide Disposal. The Department of Health Services
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(DHS) is the state agency responsible for regulating the use
and cleanup of hazardous waste. State law requires hazardous
waste, including pesticides, to be disposed of properly in
order to prevent harmful health or environmental effects.
Under current law, the cost of disposing of hazardous waste
generally is the responsibility of the person that generated
the waste.
Pest Management. The OFA and the University of
California currently spend apprOximately $39 million in state
funds each year on pest management research. The primary
emphasis of the research is to develop pest control methods
that do not involve the use of pesticides. The DF A also is
involved directly in field activities to control or eliminate
specific pests. For example, the DFA sprays pesticides and
releases sterile fruit flies to control outbreaks of the
Mediterranean fruit fly.
Transportation of Hazardous Materials and Food. The
state Public Utilities Commission (PUC) regulates highway
carriers through the issuance of permits. Existing law does
not prohibit the transport of hazardous materials and food in
the same truck.

Proposal
In summan-', this measure:
:
• Makes changes in (1) the monitoring and regulation c
j
pesticides for food safety, (2) the disposal of pesticit 8i}
(3) the funding for pest management, and (4) the--:
transportation of hazardous materials and food.
I
• Requires the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to serve
as the Environmental Advocate for state laws related to
pesticides, agriculture, and food safety.
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• Contains language stating how conflicts between it and
another measure on this ballot are to be resolved.
• Restates many provisions of existing law and requires a
two-thirds. rather than a majority. vote by the
Legislature to change these provisions.
Pesticides and Food Safety. The measure makes the
following four changes:
• Requires the DF.\ to increase its pesticide residue
monitoring program for raw produce by 100 percent
from the number of samples taken in 1989. Current law
requires a significant expansion in portions of the DF.\'s
residue monitoring program.
• Requires the D HS to increase its pesticide residue
monitoring program for processed food by 100 percent
from the number of samples taken in 1990. The DHS is
budgeted to increase its sampling by over 100 percent.
therefore, this measure mav not result in anv increase in
monitoring of processed foods.
.
• Allows the DF:\. to require manufacturers of pesticides
containing a potentially harmful inert ingredient (the
ingredient that carries the pest-killing chemicals), to
submit health risk information. I Currentlv the DF A onlv
requires health risk information on the actit'e ingredients
in pesticides, which are the ingredients that kill the
pest.) Cpon receiving this information, the DF:\. must
revise, suspend, or cancel the registration of any
pesticide that contains an inert ingredient that the DF.\
determines mav be harmful to health.
• Repeals some 'fees that food processors and produce
dealers currently are required to pay to support the costs
of regulating pesticides and food safety.
Pesticide Disposal. The measure changes existing state
policy regarding pesticide disposal by requiring the DF:\' to
• collect and dispose of any pesticide which is no longer
:.rI~gistered for use in California. The collection of pesticides
;'I \.1 uld be done at the request of the pesticide user, and the
, . .11easure requires the entire cost of collection and disposal to
1 be paid by the state.
Pest Management. The measure expands the current pest
management research program by appropriating 825 million
over a five-year period for research grants. The measure
requires that the research focus on alternative pest
management practices that (1) do not use pesticides, (2) use
less pesticides. or (3) use safer pesticides.
The measure also requires the state to provide additional
funds to the DFA to double its cayacity to purchase sterile
fruit flies ~urrent1y used to contro the Mediterranean fruit
fly.
'
. Transportation of Hazardous Materials and Food. The
measure prohibits various types of tank truck carriers (tank
trucks primarily carry bulk liquids) from using the same tank
trucks to carry hazardous materials and food.
Environmental Advocate. This measure creates a position
in state government called the Environmental Advocate, and
requires the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to serve in
the new position. The measure requires the advocate to
coordinate with state agencies regarding their responsibilities
for implementing and enforcing environmental laws relating
to pesticides, agriculture, food safety, and pesticides in
drinking water.
Water Quality. The measure requires the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to adopt a monitoring
I program to detect pesticide residues in the waters of the
state, but does not specify the scope of the program. While
the SWRCB already has a pesticide monitoring program, the
. , ,ure mav result in the expansion of this program.

I.

Conflicts with Another ~14easure on This Ballot. This
measure contains language that states how contlicts between
it and another measure on this ballot are to be resolved.
Specificallv. this measure provides that if both it and
Proposition 128 (The Environmental Protection .\ct of 1990).
'.vhich also is on this ballot, are passed by the voters, only the
one that receives the most votes will be implemented with
regard to pesticide regulation and enforcement for food.
water and worker safety. The legal effect of these provisions
is uncertain. This is because the State Constitution provides
that only the conflicting provisions of the measure that
receives the greater vote prevails.
In addition, the measure would restrict the Office of the
Environmental Advocate (OEA), creat~d by Proposition 128,
from enforcing state pesticide-related laws, but would not
affect the OEA's authoritv over other environmental and
public health areas. Consequently, if both measures are
enacted and this measure receives the greater number of
votes. there would be two Environmental Advocates, one
created by this measure for pesticide-related laws and one
created by Proposition 128 for all other environmental laws.
Fiscal Effect
In summarv, this measure would result in identifiable
one-time state costs of approximately $49 million and annual
costs of approximately $6 million. These costs would be paid
bv the state's General Fund. In addition, there would be an
armualloss in state fee revenue of approximately $1.5 million.
The components of these fiscal effects are discussed below.
Pesticiaes and Food Safety. This measure would result in
one-time General Fund costs of approximately $4 million and
annual costs of approximately $5.5 million for the programs
related to pesticides and food safety. The measure also would
result in a loss of revenue of about $1.5 million each vear due
to the repeal of fees which currently support pesticide and
food safety programs.
Pesticide Disposal. This measure could result in one-time
General Fund costs of roughly $20 million, spread over
several years, to collect and dispose of all pesticides no longer
registered. On going annual costs are not known. These
ongoing costs could be small if there are few pesticide
registrations which are cancelled in the future, but could be
significant-possibly over 31 million each year-if a large
number of pesticide registrations are cancelled.
Pest Management. The measure appropriates a total of
325 million from the General Fund over five years to support
pest management research. In addition, the measure would
result in annual General Fund costs of up to $600,000 in order
for the DFA to double its capacity to purchase sterile fruit
flies.
Transportation of Hazardous Materials and Food. This
measure could result in minor enforcement costs to the PUC
and local governments to respond to complaints concerning
tank trucks that carrY hazardous materials as well as food.
Environmental .4dvocate. The state General Fund
administrative costs associated with the new responsibilities
of the Environmental Advocate would be approximately
.5200.000 annuallv.
Hlater Quality. The measure requires the SWRCB to
adopt a pesticide water quality monitoring program, but does
not specify its scope. Consequently, there may be no
:.tdditional costs-if the existing monitoring program meets
the measure's intent-or there may be costs of several million
dollars annually-if the water board expands its current
program.

For text of Proposition 135 see page 121
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Argument in Favor of Proposition 135
Proposition 135 addresses widespread public concern about
pesticide use and its impact on food safety and the
contamination of our environment. Proposition 135 establishes
a comprehensive set of scientifically defined.
HEALTH-PROTECTING PESTICIDE CONTROLS THAT
PROTECT CONSUMERS, FARMWORKERS, OUR FOOD.
OUR LAND. OLTR WILDLIFE. OUR WATER, A:\D OUR AIR
FROM THE POTENTIAL THREAT OF PESTICIDES.
Proposition 135 is based on good science and not politics.

PESTICIDE SAFEn- POLICr
Proposition 135 implements a safe pesticide use policy that
incorporates sound medical science that results in safe food and
effective cancer prevention.
Proposition 135 establishes a process for removal of cancer
causing pesticides from our food supply and ENSURES
PROTECTION FOR INFANTS, CHILDREN AND SENIORS
WHO MAY HAVE GREATER SENSITIVITY.
Proposition 135 provides $25 million to develop safe
alternative pest control methods necessary to con tinue
providing the abundant, affordable and wholesome food supply
critical to effective cancer prevention. Doctors. scientists and

nutritionists agree the best cancer prevention is a healthful diet
rich in fresh fruits and vegetables.
15 NEW PROGRAMS FOR FOOD SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
California's Proposition 135 establishes the most stringent
pesticide laws in the nation. Proposition 135's more than 15 new
food and environmental protection programs will:
• Create a new State Agency division dedicated to food
safety;
• Double and improve monitoring of our food supply for
pesticides. especially for imported food:
• Develop alternatives to aerial medfly spraying and double
production of sterile medflies;
• Provide greater safeguards and protection for farm workers
including much needed education about pesticides and
training in their safe handling, mixing and application;
• Prohibit transporting food in tank trucks used to haul
hazardous materials;

•
•
•
•

Re-evaluate pesticides based on strict health standards:
Ban pesticides which fail to meet the new health standards;
Eliminate pesticides identified as a risk to health;
Involve medical experts from the State Departments of
Health and Food and Agriculture in assessing health risks;
• Establish a governor appOinted science advisory panel to
oversee the review of pesticides:
• Safeguard water quality by creating water quality
objectives, monitoring and regulatory programs;
• Enact tough, new laws to strengthen the ability to identify
and remove tainted produce;
• Provide for collection and disposal of dangerous pesticides;
• Impose strict, costly penalties for violating pesticide laws.
Proposition 135 also establishes an environmental coordinator
to ensure full and efficient implementation of Proposition 135
and to bolster enforcement of all environmental laws.
PROPOSITION 135 IS THE BEST APPROACH TO FOOD

SAFEn-

Proposition 135 has undergone extensive review and
refinement in the public hearing process. Its scientific approach
to food safety has emerged as the BEST APPROACH TO
PESTICIDE REGULATION.
Proposition 135 is an effort to eliminate potential health risks
from pesticides and to restore confidence in our food supply.
It's supported by doctors, family farmers, grocers, food
processors, farm organizations, concerned parents, and others
interested in a safe and wholesome food supply.
WE MUST PROTECT OUR FOOD AND O T ' ,
ENVIRONMENT FROM THE POTENTIAL THREAT
,,'
PESTICIDES.
Vote yes on Proposition 135.
BOBL VICE
President of the California Farm Bureau Federation
DR. JULIAN R. YOUMANS, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Neurosurgery
University of California, Davis
HARUKO N. YASUDA, R.D.
Registered Dietician

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 135
Proposition 135 comes to you courtesy of the chemical,
pesticide, and agribusiness industries.
Proposition 135 has one purpose: to stop Big Green
(PropOSition 128)-which is the best chance we have to protect
Californians, especially our children, from cancer-causing
pesticides.
PROPOSITION 135 IS 59 PAGES OF BACKROOM

POLITICS:
• YOUR TAXES WILL PAY FOR IT. Look at the
non-partisan ballot summary. Proposition 135
"ELIMINATES INDUSTRY FEES FOR PESTICIDE
REGULATORY PROGRAMS."
• YOUR TAXES WILL PAY to pick up and dispose of all the
pesticides chemical companies don't want any more. That's
a BLANK CHECK.
..
• It actually WEAKENS THE LAW PROTECTING OUR.
WATER from toxic chemicals.
• It creates ANOTHER STATE AGENCY AND FOUR
DIFFERENT "ADVISORY COMMITTEES"-MORE
BUREAUCRACY, MORE REPORTS, AND NO ACTIO!\'.
• Proposition 135 sets up a "Scientific Advisory Panel" to
reconsider the use of pesticides that government scientists
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alreadv determine cause cancer. Another bureaucratic
hold-up that won't do anything.
Only Proposition 128 (Big Green) phases out those
pesticides known to cause cancer and birth defects.
• Chemical companies say 135 will double pesticide testing.
More double talk.
PROPOSITION 135 IS CONSUMER FRAUD. IT PROTECTS
THE CHEMICAL AND PESTICIDE INDUSTRIES-NOT
THE HEALTH OF YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN.
That's why every major respected environmental
organization in California opposes Proposition 135.
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 135-IT'S A FRAUD!
DAN SULLIVAN
Chair, Sierra Club California
LUCY BLAKE
Executive Director, California League of Conservation
Voters
AL MEYERHOFF
Senior Attorney, Natural Resources Defense Council

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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Pesticide Regulation. Initiative Statute
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Argument Against Proposition 135

I

I1

PROPOSITION 135 IS A FRAUD.
IT IS SUPPORTED BY THE CHEMICAL A:'-iD PESTICIDE
INDUSTRIES and by big agribusiness.
It is a cynical effort to block the real environmental reforms
in Big Green (Proposition 128). These industries concluded
they couldn't defeat Big Green by an honest and truthful
campaign, so they created 135.
THE TRUE PURPOSE OF 135 IS TO CANCEL
PROPOSITION 128, THE ONLY REAL PESTICIDE REFORM
MEASURE ON THE BALLOT. Read the small print: Section 87
of Proposition 135 states that "it is the intent ... to implement
this initiative ... to the exclusion of [Big Green]."
PROPOSITION 135 IS OPPOSED BY ALL THE AIAjOR
ENVIRONM&NTAL ORGANIZATIONS and many public
health officials. It was written to protect the interests of the
pesticide, chemical and agricultural industries, not the health
interests of consumers.
Most of Proposition 135 simply repeats what is already
California law. Look at what it reallv does:
• Proposition 135 claims it will double the testing of pesticide
residues on food. More double talk.
• Instead. Proposition 135 would leave on the market those
pesticides already known by Environmental Protection
Agency scientists and state officials to cause cancer and
birth defects. Big Green (128) would phase out the use of
those 19 pesticides.
• YOUR TAXES WILL GO TO PAY INCREASED FEES
AND COSTS. Another hidden purpose of Proposition 135 is
to shift the cost of pesticide testing from the pesticide
industries to the taxpayer-estimated to be in the millions
of dollars.
• IT WEAKENS LAWS WHICH PROTECT OCR WATER
FROM TOXIC CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION.

• Proposition 135 sets up lots of ineffective
scientific-sounding committees to write reports that no on~
is required to follow.
• It doesn't protect the health of men. women and children
who harvest our food.
• It pretends to set up a new system to· protect us from
cancer-causing pesticides, but instead it allows the
pesticide industry to continue the use of those pesticides.
• It will delay urgently needed pesticide reform. It creates a
slow and ambiguous process. intentionally designed for
years of delay by lawyers, lobbyists and bureaucrats. while
pesticides which scientists already know cause cancer or
birth defects will continue to endanger the health of our
children.
YOU CAN APPL Y A SIMPLE VOTING TEST:
If YOU think that pesticides which scientists already know
cause cancer or birth defects should be used in California. then
you should go ahead and yote for Proposition 135.
If you want to phase out the use of proyen cancer-causing
pesticides and want to make our food and water supplY safer
for our children and for us, VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 135.
PROPOSITION 128 (BIG GREEN) IS THE ONLY REAL
PESTICIDE REFORM ON THE BALLOT.
PROPOSITION 135 IS A CONSUMER FRAUD.
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 135.
LUCY BLAKE
Executive Director, California League of Conservation
Voters
DAN SULLIVAN
Chair, Sierra Club California
AL COURCHESNE
Family Farmer

Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 135
Don't be misled by Tom Hayden and his supporters.
The primary opposition to Proposition 135 comes from Tom
Hayden and others who want radical bans of pesticides
regardless of scientific fact. or damage to your health or your
food supply. They want you to believe that Proposition 135 is
backed by the chemical and pesticide industry despite reports
to the Fair Political Practices Commission which prove they are
wrong.
Proposition 135 is the only initiative exclusively addressing
pesticide reform and food safety.
Proposition 135 is based on the work of university scientists.
public health experts. and medical doctors. It is backed by
health professionals. family farmers, dietitians. concerned
parents. and others sincerely committed to tougher pesticide
controls and cancer prevention.
Proposition 135 is the most comprehensive pesticide reform
and food safety law ever proposed. Protection under
Proposition 135 exceeds that of other proposals in a number of
critical areas:
• Protection for infants. children and seniors
• Doubling safety testing of our food supply
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• Development of alternatives to aerial Medflv Malathion
spraying
.
• Stricter scientific standards for assessing health risks
• Ensuring a safe. abundant, and affordable food supply
• Research and development of alternatives to pesticides
Tom Hayden wants you to vote against Proposition 135 in
order to boost his own personal political aspirations.
Say no to Tom Hayden.
Say yes to science over politics.
For food safety laws based on sound medical science which
guarantee a safe, abundant. affordable and wholesome food
supply, join us in voting YES ON PROPOSITION 135.
DR. JULIAN R. YOUMANS. M.D.. Ph.D.
Professor of Neurosurgery
University of California, Davis
DAVID MOORE
President, Western Growers Association
DON BEAVER
President, California Grocers Association

:\rguments printed on this page are the opinions oi the authors and have not been checked for accuracy bv any official agency.
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(b) Moneys allocated pursuant to subdivision (oJ sholl be disbursed as
follows:
(1) Paral?raph (1), monthly.
(2) Paraf<raphs (2). (3). (4). and (6). quarterly.
(3) Paragraph (5). annually on the first day oj' each fiscal year.
(e! Jloneys allocated in subdivision (a) hosed on population shall be
allocated based on the most recent Department of Finance population estimates.
ction 32232. (a! Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraphs
.
(2), and (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 32222 shall beerpended by counties
- rsuant to each county s final approval of separate alcohol and other druf(
program plans prepared in accordance with the provisions of Section 11810.5 and
paragraphs (1) to (4), inclusive. of subdivision (a) of Section 11810.6 of. and
paragraphs (I) to (4), inclusive. of subdivision (a) of Section 11983.2 of the
Health and Safety Code. and any other provisions as determined by each county.
Each countlj:r final approved plans shaii be submitted to the Department of
Alcohol and Drug Programs for itlformation purposes onilj.
(b) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) of
subdivision (a) of Section 32222 shall be expended 70 percent for purposes related
to alcohol and 30 percent for purposes related to other dru?s.
(c! Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (2) of·rubdivision
(a! of, and subdivisions (bl, (C) and (d) of Section 32222 shall only be expended
for payment of services to persons who cannot afford to pay for the services. and
for whom payment for the sen'ices will not be made throu?n private coverage or
by any program fuiuied in whole or in part by the federal government.
(d) Of the funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (3) of
subdiVision (a! of Section 32222. at least 50 percent shall be expended for a mass
media program that both informs the public of the potential health risks of
alcohol use and counteracts alcoholic beverage marketing messages.
(e) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in para?raph (1) of subdivision
( b) of Section 32222 shail be expended by counties for the pTOL';sion of emergenCIJ
(as defined by Section 1797.70 of the Health and Safety Code) and trauma (as
defined by Section 100240 of Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations) care
and all related services pursuant fa Sections 17000, 17001 and 17003 of the Welfare
and Institutions Code.
(f) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (2) of subdivision
(b) of Section 32222 shall be disbursed by counties to physicians, as defined in
Section 1797.980 of the Health and Safety Code as that section read on JanuaTIJ 1.
1990. for emergenClj and trauma care services rendered. and shall be in addition
to and shall not supplant levels of funding prOVided by Articles 3 (commencing
with Section 16950) and 3.5 (commencing with Section 16951) of Chapter 5 of
Part 4.7 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code and the EmergenCIJ
Jledical Services Fund (Chapter 2.5 (commencing with Section 1797.98a) of
Division 2.5 of the Health and Safety Code) for the 1989-90 fiscal year. Funds
shall be disbUrsed at least quarter/yon on equitable basis.
(g) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in subdivision (c) of Section
~N122 sha. ii be expended pursuant to mental health programs contained in
(flJpters 5 (commencing with Section 5450), 6 (commencing with Section 547.5).
" lld 6.8 (commencing with Section 5565.10) of Part 1. Part 2 (commencing with
Section 5600). and Part 3 (commencing with Section 58001 of Division .5 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code, as follows:

I

j

(1) Fifty percent for seriously mentally-ill adults.
(2) Thirty percent for emotionally-disturbed children and adolescents.
(3) Twenty percent for mentally-ill older adults.
The Department of ,Vental Health shall annually prepare recommendations to
the Legislature on the expenditure of these funds upon review of local
Short-Doyle plans or nef(otiated net amount contracts. as defined in Section
5';05,2 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. These funds shail be used exclusiveiy
to reform and improL'e the support and treatment systems for the seriously
mentally ill in ail counties,
r h i Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (1) ofsubdiL'ision
(d) of Section 32222 shail be expended by counties pursuant to the authorrty
specified in subdivisions (d) and (i) of Section 1276 of Title 17 of the California
Code of Regulations.
Ii) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (2) of.rubdivision
(d! of Section 32222 shall be expended by counties for programs descrrbed in
Article 5 (commencing /J-'ith Section 18965) of Chapter 11 of Part 6 of Division 9
of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
(ji Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (3) of subdivision
!d) of Section 32222 shall be expended by counties for programs described in The
Domestic Violence Centers Act (Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 18290) of
Part 6 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code!.
I k) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (4) of subdivision
(d) of Section 32222 shall be expended by independent living centers as defined
in Section 19801 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
r!) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph (2) ofsubdirision
leI of Section 32222 may be expended by counties and cities for Long Term Care
Ombudsman services. as defined in Article 3 (commencing with Section 9720) uf
Chapter 9 of Division 8.5 of Part 1 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. in lonf(
term care facilities. as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 9701 Welfare and
Institutions Code.
1m) Funds allocated for the purposes specified in paragraph 141 of
subdivision (e) of Section 32222 shall be expended for an emergency medical
air-transportation system crewed by personnel of the California Highway Patrol
as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 830.2 of the Penal Code.
Article 5. General Provisions
Section 32240. Expenditures pursuant to this chapter shall be used only for
the purposes specified in this chapter. shall.ruvplement 198fJ-.90 state funding
and per capita levels of service. and shall not replace existing state fundinil nor
fund future state expenditures for increases in the cost of prOViding e,rlsting
per capita In'els of service, Existing state funding and per capita levels of service
for purposes specified in this chapter shall not be reduced.
Section 32241. This chapter shall take effect on JanuaTIJ 1, 1991.
Section 32242. This chapter shall be amended only by the four-fifths vote of
the membership of both houses of the Legislature. All amendments to this
chapter must be consistent with its purposes.
SECTION 6. If any section of this measure, or part thereof. is for any reason
held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the remaining sections shall not be affected.
but shall remain in full force and effect.

Proposition 135: Text of Proposed Law
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution.
This initiative measure amends, repeals. and adds sections to the Food and
Agricultural Code and the Health and Safety Code, and amends a section of the
Labor Code, and adds sections to the Government Code, the Public Resources
Code, the Vehicle Code, and the Water Code; therefore, existing provisions
proposed to be deleted are printed in ~ ~ and new provisions proposed
to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
SECTION 1. Title
This Act shall be known as the Consumer Pesticide Enforcement Act for Food,
Water. and Worker Safety.
SECTIO~ 2. Findings and Declarations
The people of California find and declare that:
.
(a) The people of California and the United States have a right to the purchase
and consumption of safe food.
(b) People who work in the production of food have a right to a safe working
environment.
Ici Recent events have heightened the public's awareness of food safetv and
led to a desire for additional regulatory p.ractices to provide greater consumer
and worker protection.
(d) Dietary risk exposure may be augmented by occupational exposure. To
provide adequate safety to those who work in agril:ulture. we must supplement
the dietary protection by a comprehensive workplace protection pr0!lTam.
(e 1 Pest management is vital to an adequate. safe and wholesome tOOd supply,
(f) There is a need for a new and additional strict analysis of the pesticides
used on food crops that present health concerns.
(g) There is a need to provide higher levels of protection to children and other
sensitive subpopulations.
. " (h) There is a need for funding research to find alternatives to pesticides and
,,""elop safer pesticides and pest management practices.
" " / i ) Given the risks of certain highly toxic pesticides to both workers and
consumers. new regulations are required to make certain that persons dealing
with these substances are properly trained in their use.
(j) Because exposure to pesticide residues could also come from consumption
of water, as well as food. there is a need to review the water quality objectives for
pesticide residue in drinking water sources and monitor the waters of the state to
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determine compliance \~ith those water quality objectives.
Iki :\onpoint source discharges containing pesticide residues mav affect the
quality of waters of the state. Therefore. nonpoint source discharges should be
subject to control and regulation through implementation of best management
practices.
(li There should be an updated review of the pesticide regulatory program of
the Department of Food and Agriculture by the Secretary of the Resources
Agency to determine if the present program provides the adequate protections
required by state law,
1m) There is a need to establish an independent scientific advisory panel to
assist in the monitoring and evaluation of pesticides and their impact on food
safety.
i il) Transportation of food by tank truck is a matter of great concern to the
producers and shippers of food and to the consumers. Appropriate safeguards
should be taken to minimize the danger of contamination of food transported in
tank trucks.
(0) Because the regulation of food. pesticides, agriculture and discharges of
pesticide reSIdues to sources of drinking water is a highly complex and tecfmical
.lrea involving multiple state agencies. there is a need for a focused and exclusive
lSsignment of coordination in that area so as to effectivelv coordinate with the
environmental programs of agencies with responsibilities in those areas.
(pi Food safety and supply issues are complex and unique. They require the
proper balance of public policv, health. economic, and scientific issues and are
best addressed as a single subject rather than as part of a general toxic chemical or
multi·faceted environmental measure.
SECTION 3. Statement of Purpose
The people enact the Consumer Pesticide Enforcement Act for Food, Water,
and Worker Safety to make specific reforms to protect the supply of nutritious
and wholesome food and the supply of water, and to reform occupational safety
laws related to agriculture. To accomplish these reforms the people bv this
initiative melSure create a new Division of Food Safety and Pesticide Regulation
·.vhich shall double the number of samples taken to monitor pesticide residue.
develop improved analvtical methods to detect pesticide residues. prohibit the
use ot unsate pesticides throullh a comprehensive review of priority pesticides
involvin~ an independent scientific advisory panel review. expand farm worker
safety right·to·know and work place protection. conduct research to identify
-llternative means of pest mana~ement and develop alternative safer pesticides.
This initiative measure is intended to provide comprehensive and necessary
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reiorm on the specifIc sub)f'ct of pesttcloe enforcement tor food. water. and
worker safet\"
Accordim!i\". we. the Peopie of the State of California. do hereo\" enact the
Consumer Pesttcide Enforcement :l.et for Food. Water. and Worker ~afet\".
SECfIO\ 4
.
SectIOn 106 is added to the Food and :\!:mcuitural Code to read.
106 ra . .4 DivisIOn of Food Safetu alid PestIcide Rel!ulatlfJ/l IS created in the
Devartment nf Food al/dAi!ricuitUre'
rI)) The di~'isio71 shall be headed bu a dcvutu director. The deputu dlrec((Jr
shall be appol1lted bu the Coven/or UP,;,1 IlOmma/101/ bll the director arid serve at
the pleasure of the director.
lei One branch within the dh'ision shall be dedicated to the re{!ulation of
food safety a7ld shall be called the Food Safety Branch. The authority of the
branch mall include produce monitorirl{!. aT/alutlcal test method revieu: dletaro
ret'ICU' a7lJ risk assessme7lt. tolera7lce ret'leu: a7ld settill{!. and other related
responsibilities as assumed by the director.
SEcrJO\ 5.
Section 11891 of the Food and A!!ricultural Code is amended to read:
11891. E\"en' person who "iolates an\" pro\'ision of this division, or an\"
regulation issued pursuant to a pronsion of the di\"ision. IS !!uiltv of a
mIsdemeanor and upon comiction shall be punished b}' a fine of not less than _
~ ~ ~ five hUl/dred dnliars (S5(j{)) nor more than tfflt' ~
~ ~ tlW thousalld (h'c hundred doliars (S2.5(j{)1 . or b,' impnsonment
of not less than 10 davs nor more than six months. or b\" 'botli fine and
imprisonment. Each violation constitutes a separate offense.
.
SECfIO\ 6.
Section 12501 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12501. ~ ffte eerHe!tt stilep;'lse ~ HIe The definitions in this article
shall govern the construction of this chapter u7lless the context requires
otherwise.
SECfIO\ 7.
Section 12502 of the Food and .... e:ricultural Code is amended to read:
12502. "Food" means any articJe. or componeTlt of a7lY article. wftieft ~ used
for food or drink for man or ~ ~ animal, 61' f6I' tt eSlftllSl!el!t 6f ttfW !!tIeft

ttffieIe .

SECfJO\ 8.
Section 12503 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12503. "Pesticide chemical" means an\' sliastttl!ee HMtt t5 tt5etl tft HIe
llf8BlletislI. ~ 61' tfltllSll8rtflti811 6f ~ wftieft ~ ItII "eeslIslftie ~
economic poison. as defined in Section 12753. used in the productioll. storage. or
transportati07l of produce .
SECfIO!\ 9.
Section 12504 of the Food and .... gricultural Code is amended to read:
12504. "Produce" means ttfW food in ffi a raw or natural state wftieft ~ in !!tIeft
a form t i fe t!!tlteMe tftftf # ~ intended for consumer use v.ith or without anv or
further processing.
.
SEcrJO\ 10.
Section 12505 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12505. "Pesticide residue" meaiis a residue of any pesticide chemical wlHeft is
added to produce.
SEcrJOi' 11.
Section 12535 of the Food and Acricultural Code is amended to read:
12535. I a I GSllllftelleillg tft ~ HIe The department shall sllastalltiall ..
expand and maintain its t'eettsee pesticide residue monitoring program ~
HIe ~ le¥et. The departmellt shall mOllitor at least twice the number of
samples of raw agricultural commodities sampled by the department m 1989.
Ibl The monitoring program u7lder subdivision (a) shall include produce
imported to California. The department shall desifln the expanded monitorillg
program so that the department increases the percentage of samples taken from
imported produce above the percentage monitored i7l 1989. The focus on
monitoring imported commodities is necessary because: (11 commodities
produced outside of California are not supported by records of pesticide use
which assist state aflencies in providing meaningful monitori7lg and regulatory
action and (2) such commodities may be grown with pesticides which are not
registered in California or with pesticides applied under conditiolls not allowed
in California.
(c) The ~ monitoring program shall be prioritized e811sieerillg to
consider pesticides of greatest health concern and contribution to dietarv
exposure, and for various ~ subpopulations , which may be uniquely
sensitive to pesticide residues, with special emphasis on infallts and illeilieillg
children.
~ (d) The department shall consider, but not be limited to. HIe te!Iewiftg
!isf! 6f pesticides on the follOwing lists containin$( active ingredients which are
registered for use on food or for which a tolerance exists in establishing ~
f6I' its mOnitoring priorities:
(1 \ Pesticides ieelltil1ee classified by the ~ United States Environmental
Protection Agency as a known, ~ probable. or ~ possible human
ettFeiIl8~ell!J wlHeft ttre registeree f6I' _ 611 ~ et'ef'!J carcinogen and published
as finar in the Federal Register.
(2) Pesticides listed as high priority for risk assessment as a result of the
evaluation process of HIe Birift ~ Pre. ellti811 ~ 6f -i984 Section 13127.
(3) Pesticides listed as known to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity
pursuant to Section l!6!!4fI,9 25249.8 of the Health and Safety Code.
+4+ ~ t
~ it llestieiees 611 HIe ~ ~ HetI
~
AEiHtilli9tPlltiell's 611r. eiH!llIee ~
SEcrJOI'\ 12.
Section 12561 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12561. The director lw reglli!lti811 may establish permissible tolerances by
regulation for any pesticide chemical in or on produce if fte tit' sfte tift&.; etteft 6f
HIe feHe" illg. fil+ =I=Ite the pesticide chemical is useful for the production and
marketing of the produce, W =Rte, alld. the presence of the pesticide chemical
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as pesllcide residue in quantities within the tolerances se established /Jursuant tn
tillS spctllJTi IS not deletenous to the health of man or ~ allimal.
SECfIO\ 13.
SectIOn 12561.3 of the Food and Agricultural Code is added to read:
12561.3. Food processea prIOr to the renSI(}7l of any tolerallce pur.fuant to thIS
artIcle shall be aeemea 7lot to be adulterated.
SECfJO\ 14.
Section 12561.5 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
~
1256/.5. After the director issues a proposed re{!ulatlOn revising a tolerane<
1
a food use TJestlcide. the re{!lstrant. or a7lY person on whose behalf a tolerance I
been establzshed. shall submit data to the director demonstrating appropriate
amendments to maxImum application rates. crop registrati07ls. a7ld preharvest
il/termis necessaru to assure that the rel'ised tolerallce is IlOt exceeded. The
director shall issue: as part of the proposed re{!ulalion. a proposed timetable for
the submISSIon of data called for by this section.
SEcrJO'.; 15.
Section 12562 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12562. :ffie ~ ffl!t¥ ~ ~ Any pesticide chemical may be
exempted from the requirement of a tolerance if fte the director finds that the
pesticide chemical rna\' be used safely Be ttft without a tolerance.
SECfIO\ 16.
Section 12563 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12563. :ffie ~ ~ est8ali~ft HIe The tolerance for any pesticide
chemical III or on produce may be established at zero if fte the director finds that
a greater tolerance is not Justified.
SECfIO\ 17.
SectIOn 12565 of the Food and A!!ricultural Code is amended to read:
12565. If a tolerance for a pesticide chemical in or on produce is established
pursuant to any law or reflulalion of the United States, the director mav review
the tolerance; ~ if fte. After review. if the director finds that # the tolerance is
in accordance v.ith the standards and provisions of this chapter, fte the director
mav establish a like tolerance pursuant to this chapter.
SEcrJOl\ 18.
Section 12582 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12582. =I=Ite INlenever a produce lot destined for processing is found to be in
t'iolalion of this chapter. the director shall immediately notify the Sfltte Director
of Health Services by telephone or facsimile machi7le , w#ft followed by
immediate written canfirmation , .. ftelle. er fl ~ ef ~ ~ fef.
llfseessill!! ~ ffltttHj fe Be tft ~ 6f ~ ~ of the notification.
SECfIO\ 19.
Section 12601 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12601. The director may seize and hold anv lot of produce or any ullharoested
produce which carries or shows indication of pesticide residue or other added
deleterious ingredients or which the director ~ has reasonable grounds to
suspect of caTT\ing the residue or deleterious ingredients.
SECfIO~ 20.
Section 12604 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
•
12604. Any let 6f produce which is seized and held pursuant to this artic
.~
unless previously analyzed by the director, shall be sampled and analyzed within
24 hours after the seizure for the purpose of detennining the amount of pesticide
residue on it. The owner or bailee of the produce shall be immediately notified in
person or by telegram by the director that the analysis of the sample shows that
the lot of produce does or does not carry pesticide residue or other added
deleterious ingredients in excess of the maximum quantity or permissible
tolerance which is established pursuant to this chapter.
SECfIO\ 21.
Section 12608.5 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12608.5. ~ ~ 6f HIe ew!Ief' tit' ~ tft ~ 118sse9si611 6f HIe
~ f6I' rerlMlSiell fe !'efII6¥e HIe ~ ~ f6I' llr8eessillg, HIe The
director shal release the lot of produce seized and held to the custody of the
bHtte Director of Health Services upon demand of the owner or person in rightful
possession of the produce destined for processing.
SEcrJO~ 22.
Section 12671 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12671. It is unlawful for any person to pack, ship, or sell any produce that
contains or carries a pesticide residue itt e!fee9S 6f which exceeds the permissible
tolerance wlHeft is established e,. HIe fttreef6f' pursuant to this chapter.
SECfIO\ 23.
Sectil)n 12672 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12672. The director or commissioner mav prohibit the harvest of any produce
or may seize and hold any lot of produce when a preharvest interval specified in
the registered labeling of a pesticide applied to the produce has not been
complied with. Except as provided in Section 12673, such harvest prohibition shall
not extend beyond the expiration of the pre harvest interval. Seized produce shall
be held until the preharoest interval has expired and the director has satisfactory
evidence that any pesticide residue is within a permissible tolerance.
SEcrJO\ 24.
Section 12675 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12675. Food imported inlo California containing a detectable pesticide
residue shall be regarded as containing an unlawful residue if allY of the
follOWing conditinns exist: (1) the registration for the pesticide has been
cancelled or suspended for use on that commodity in California; (2) the pesticide
residue is in excess of a food residue tolerance; or (3) the registrant has applied
for California registration for the pesticide and the department has determiner!
that the pesticide does not meet the departmellts registration criteria.
•
SECfIO:\' 25.
Section 12797 of the Food and Atf:~~ral Code is amended to read:
12797. I a I The director, 611 tit'
MMeft -t; ~ itt eell911itatieft wi#t and
the Stafe Director of Health Services ; shall. jointly establish a ~
~ ~ eslftlftittee w#ft ftft efllllft89is ftft
w#ft e!lllertise tft
resifttte efteHHstrj . ~ ehelftistr j , tit' ~ teeftft_ frfIfft HIe eellttFtlftelll.

r:;;z:
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HIe bfttfe Qe~llrtlftellt et ~ ~ ~ ~ tlfl6 ~ H~lifHti6ft~
et ~ eStletlfi811. itll3erafePies tieeH!tee f'tI!'StI!IM ~ ~ ~ et HIe HetttHt
ottttl ~ ~ eeftstllfter ~ ~ Mtti tfte af;fielllhmii eAelllle!li
~ ~ eelftlftiHee ~ ~ feeelftlllEIIS!ltiefts 6ft ft6w HIe ,;fttfe E!Ift
~ tM ~ !'estieiSe ~ tllltll! tieal ~ aM ~ I'eeeftf
~ tls.tllleelftellfS eBfteerftiftl!! fleW ottttl ~ tlfttlLlietll ~ ifflo

1:

~ ~ 11M !!fBWSeS feees'ifflo HIe ~ et ~ ~ ffie
~ feBfeSellftlfi. e!l et tfte feeefflt flfti ifBAIII€ftftll PfBf€etiBA
, ,!Iftft ~ ~ ~ ~ tIftti ~ .',SlftillisfftltiBII ~ !'tlfhei~!lfe itt HIe
,
e~ f'e¥te- sIx-person .4 nalytical Methods Scientific Advisory

Committee,
4+- ffie eBlftlftiHee ~ Seferffiifte wileft ttewW ~ ~ ~
!If'e fie , JB~ea ~ tfte ~ tftM it ~ ~ ~ ~ Hteif' ~ itt HIe ~
IfIBAlfBfiAg !,fBgUIfI!l et tfte se!'tlfflfteftf ttl' ~ ~ Oe!ltlftffieftf et ~

~
-e+ ffie eBlfllflifiee ~ feetI!I tM!'e¥iew 6ft !lft!ll!fietll
~ fI6! aefeeta!!ie 6ft HIe ~ IfItd8~lelfesialle _

fI!efftefts ifflo ~
~ fM ~
&.. HIe ae~!lfflfteftf ttl' HIe StMe Oe!'tlffHIeftt et HetttHt ~ IIftti 6ft ~
~ wftteft tfte eelftlftifiee ~ Me atfHet:tIf ~ !leetlftlfel. ~ ttttti
~ Stte ~ fittte, e;r!'lfteftf, ttl' ~
"
I bl In establishing t e committee. each director shall appoint three members.
Of the three appointees to be appointed by each director. no more than one
appointee may be directly associated with a chemical company or firm,
ICI The members of the committee shall have expertise in residue chemistry,
analytical chemistry, or food technology and be engaged direc~ly or indirectly in
analysis or research with respect to pesticide residues in food. At least OTle
member of the CommIttee should have statistical expertise in evaluation of
methods, The director may invite representatives of the UTlited States
Environmental Protection Agency and the United States Food and Drug
Administration to participate in the Committees review,
rd} The committee members shall serve for staggered t/L'O year terms, T/L'O
members shall be appointed for an initial one year term, t/L'O members shall be
appomted for an initial two year term, and t/L'O members shall be appointed for
an initial three year term,
lei The committee will select its own chairperson from among its members.
The chairperson may not be directly associated with a chemical company or firm,
If) J/embers of the committee shall sen'e without compensation. but shall be
reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the
performance of their official duties.
f g) The purpose of the committee will be to,'
! 11 review scientific advancements concerning new and revised analytical
testinft methods for testing produce and processed foods for the presence of
pesticide residues:
/21 make recommendations to both departments as to how they 'may improve
their existing pestictde residue analytical methods including, but not limited to.
mmendations as to equipment required to conduct the improved analytical
hods;
(31 determine if or when implementation of new analytical mp.thods by the
state a{[encies are economIcally and technicaily feasible; and
'.J) recommend to the directors when they believe the departments should
adopt such new analytical methods.
'h J .Vothing in this section shall limit the authority of the directors to
implement and adopt new analytical methods prior to a determinatIon or
recommendation by the committee.
SEcrIOiIi 26.

~

Section 12798 ()f the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
,2798, 1.11 Fit'e mt/lion dollars (85.000.0001 is appropnated each year for
encumbrance from the State General Fund to the department. The provisions of
Sedion 13J40 of the Government Code shall not be applicable to this section The
department shall make the funds available to qualified ~ 11M ~ entities
through research awards to conduct pest management research projects. with an
emphasis on ~ alternatives to pesticides. use of safer pesticides. farm
management practices that wHt result in the reduction of pesticide use. HIe ~ et
~ !'esheilies. or the Iftiftillli!!ift£; minimization of pesticide residue. These
research awards shail be made in consultation with the Director of Agricultural
Research at the Unit'ersity of California and appropriate counterparts in the
California State University system chosen by the director, ~ Research
conducted pursuant to this section shall have the further development of
alternative pest management practices and methods as a priority.
(b) Prior to making research awards pursuant to· this sectIOn, the department
shall assess existing research activities and developments in integrated pest
manal5ement, alternatives to pesticides, sustainable agnculture, and other
alternative pest management practices and methods. including. but not limited
to, cultural. biological; and biotechnological research. .
(c I III The director shall appoint a ~ Iftllftll£;elfteAf ~ jEfeeAift@i
eBllllllittee Pest Management Research Screening Committee. et not to exceed
~ ~ tfte lftellll3ersAil' et wftieft ~ Be ~ ~ aEferfflillea lw HIe
~ eleven people,
! 2) The committee shall consist of !lgfielllitlrlllisf9 a{[riculturists. including,
but 710t limited to. organic farmers. pest control advisors. researchers. scientists.
dedaElflies. food processors, representatives of ~ ~ 6f!lllfti!!!lflBftS.
health and consumer interest organizations. a representatit:e of the director, a
representatit'e of the Director of the Health Services. and e+flef' ~ others
,.ho dre knowledl\eable. technicallv qualified. and experll';nced in pest
-'!i:agement techmques. with an emphasiS on ItliePftltti , E ~ fM witidt
geefs _ ~ f'e ie .. ea. the development ofalternatit'e pest control methods.
ffie etlffillliftee ~ Ifteet M HIe ~ 6f file ~ ~ _ _ tlfl6 'I!t¥e ~ tttW!ee
IIftti peeBlflffi€1I8118811' witft ~ ~ 1'e!!etlt'eft j!tI'6jeets ~ lw ~ ~
13} J/embers of the committee shall sen-e without compensatioll. but snail be
reimbursed for actual and necessan] expenses incurred 111 emmertion u'lth their
Official duties.
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'.J) The committee shail {[it'e adt'ice and recommendations to the director /L'lth
respect to which research projects should be funded by this section.
(5) The committee rhali initialil! meet at the call of the director. The
committee shail elect a chatrperson at its firrt meeting and thereafter meet at the
cali of the chairpersoll I)r the director,
'6i The committee shall first }i)CUS 011 reeiewing the priority pesticides as
def/7Ied i71 Section 1306J so as to ellcoura{[e research to meet the purposes set fiJnh
iTl this section
,dl ffi ~ ~ To facilitate the utilization 01' ~ Ifttlftlll!iElfteAf practices and
methods developed pursuant to this section. the director snail cooperate with
qualified ~!Iftft ~ entities to provide outreach consultation. information
dissemination, and eallE!lfiBII educational services to the agricultural communi tv
and other interested parties includin{[ agricultural employers and their
employees, as well as local county health officers.
f e I This section shall remain in effect onll! until January 1. 1996. and. as of
that date, is repealed. u,,jess a later enacted statute. which is enacted before
January 1. 1996. deletes or extends that date.
SEcrIOr-; '.[7.
Section 12798.1 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
1:!798J The director shall establish a pro{[ram for the training of persons
who apply for vermits to use, or who mIX. handre. use, or apply. restricted
pesticides or other pesticides determined by the director to pose a hazard. In
establishin{[ such a program. alld ill developing the methods for delivery of the
program, the director shall c07lsult with the 0'niversity of California A{[ricu/turai
Extension Service. Such trainim,; shali include information ret;;arding the
necessity of pesticide use. the effective rate of application. timing of pestlcMe use.
and information on altemative pest cOlltrol methods. The trai7lin{[ shall be
designed to ellcourafte a reduction in the use of restricted pesticides. 'the use of
safer pesticides. mInimIze pesticide residue. and utilization of farm manal<ement
practices whl'ch result in reduced pesticide use. This section shall not limit the
directors authority under Section 12981SECTION 28.
Section 1'.[798.2 is added to the Food and ,-\gricultural Code to read:
12798.2. The director shall appoint a nine (9) member committee to research
pesticide application technology. The committee shall be comprzsed of
representatit'es from the department, Department of Health Services. Ullit'ersity
of CalifornIa or California State Unit'ersity system, pest control operators. pest
control advisors, growers. the public. and other knowledl<eable and qualified
persolls. The committee shall cOllduct research to identify alternatit'es to imvroee
existin{[ pesticide appit'cation methods. The research shail be desi{[ned to make
pestiCIde appiication more efficient by maximizing on-target applications /L'nlcn
may ai/ow the reduction oj pesticide use, Me"!bers of the committee shall "ert'/!
/L'ithout compensation. but shall be reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses
incurred in connectIOn /L'ith the performance oj their official duties,

SEcrlON 29,
Section 1'.[798-3 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12-:'98,3. The director. in cooperation /L'ith the Unit:ersity of Caltfornia. shail
conduct a study to evaluate pesticide /LSe recommendations. The stuau shall take
into consideration r;ariations in pesticide use required by Gart'ations i71 pest
populations, /L·eather. geographic areas. and crops.

SEcrlON 30.
Section 1'.[798..1 is added to the Food and ,-\gricultural Code to read:
12798-4, Each person engaged for hire in the business of pest control shall
hat:e IImilable a copy of both the written recommendation and the use permit
u'hich prescribes the restrictions and conditions of use cot:ering each agrt'culturai
use avplicatlOn ora pesticide that requires a permi'-

SEcrIO;'; 31.Section 12799 is added to the Food and ,-\gricultural Code to read:
12-:'99. (a J The Pest Manas;ement Research Screening Committee shall han! as
a priority the identification of research activities and developments in
alternatit'es to pesticides. and otlier alternative pest management practices alld
methods that will lead to the elimination or reduction of the need for aenai
,praying of pesticides designed to eradicote the Mediterranean fruit flif.
I b I Funds shall be appropriated from the General Fund to the department for
the purpose of increasinl? the capacity of the department to obtain sterile
Jlediterrallean fruit flies to a level which is twice the capacity that exists as of'
.vot'ember i. 1990-

SEcrlON 32.
Section 12799.1 of the Food and Agricultural Code is added to read:
12i99, r Section 12i96 shall not apply to Sections 12-:'97. 12;"98. 12798,1. 12798,::.
12798,3. 12;"98,4, 12i99 or this section

SEcrIO:\ 33.
Section 12821.1 is added to the Food and ,-\gricultural Code to read:
128::1-1- !O I Each appiicant for the registration of a pesticide product
intended for use all a food crop shall provide the director with a practical
analytical method for accurately determinins; residues of t 1) each active
ingredient. as defined ill i L:S.C. Sec. 136(a}, in the pesticide product and (2)
eacn metabolite that mau resllit from the actit'e illgredient for /L'hich a tolerance
has been established by the UTI/ted States Environmental Protection Allency.
fbi For a food crop for lL'hich a residue tolerance has been established. the
method shall allow the director to detemline the residue on each crop /L'tthin a
continuo/LS 24-hour penod.
!CI Prior to january I. 1993 each registrant ofa toxicity cate{[ory I pesticide. or
,/1Iy other pesticide deemed ,'f' ,i{[nif/eant toxicological concern by the director.
rel!lstered u'lth the devanmerlt un jallllan] 1. 1991. shllll pror;ide the director /L'lIh
a method that u'ouid ai/ow Ihe director to determine the reSIdue 071 each crov
IL'ithin II continuous I::,h(JlIr period ulliess the re{[istrant can demonstrate that
there is no method selentit/calll! Ilt'Otiable to meet this subdit·ision.
:d} .4fter ja 11 uarr; I. ,'<jg1. Illl a pplicll 71 Is fin re{[istration ofa toxiCity cate{[ory 1
pesticllie, or 1/ pestICIde cillssli/ed as <J /O.TU1ty category I pesticide. or any other
pestICIde deemed o( \'iI{711l1cant toxlco/,,{[ical cOllcern by the director. ,hail
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provIde the drrector wlthm tW() Ilears of rer;:istration. ciasslficatul1l. or beine
deemed of sienificant to;Clcoiol!icai cm/cern by the director. u·lth a method that
would allou' the director to determme the residue OTI each crop withlTl a
contmuous 12-hour penod uTljess tfle rel!istranl can demonstrate thai there IS TlO
method sCleTlliflcali1! at;Oiiabie to meet this SU!xiiL'ISWTl.
lei If the rel!istrtint faILs under subdit'istOns Icl or Id! to provide the reouired
method or to demO/wrote tflat there is no method sClentificalll! arailabic. the
director shall not reillster that vestlClGe or. If already rer;:/stered. shali SUSpeTW' the
re{!istratlOn of the pestiCIde.
SEcrIO~34.

Section 12830 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12830. The director shall establish and implement a collection pro{!ram under
which. upon reouest of an allricuitural vesticide user and without cost to the user.
the department shall collect and safely dISpose. or arranlle for collection and safe
disposal. of any pesticide which /s no lon{!er registered for use m California.
SEcrIO~

35.

Section 12846 of the Food and Agricultural Code is repealed.
~ ~~~~i!i~~ittf.iteDe!!IIPfHIe!!tef~
j',~pielthltPe ~ +e ~ t¥.!e&: _
1I!!!!p~lItiBn. fep ~ ef ~
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MtJ ~ ef
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SEcrIO:\ 36.'
Section 12979 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12979. A: ~ _ ~-~ ~ ~ltBlftittea +e tfte eelftlfti~~ie!!er er
6itoeefer eft It feI'Ift I!fHt itt It _
BPe~epiBea lw tfte ~ ~ 6ttttt ifflffl f.ite
~ _ ~ ~ ~ e8!!~iaepea itt ~ ~ fep feee 1ft8!!i!8Pl!!!!:.
!!e~tieiae _
e!!~epeelfte!!t. fM.Ift ~ ~ IlpefUIftS. e!!\'jpe!!lfte!!llIt
1ft8!!jfepi!!~, f!e'f eeMPe! ~ ~ ftettIfIt lfte!!itBpi!!~ I!fHt ~ ttM
~ ~ e,. tfte aer::re!!l. er e,. tfte aellllPtlfte!!t itt ee8llePllh8!! ~
~ ~ pegie!!lI!. er
~ w#ft 1I!!llpellPillte IIltt8epiI~. I a I A
completed pesticide use report shall be submitted to the commissioner or director
on a periodic and timell! basis.
(b) The reports shalf be made on a form prescribed by the director.
IC) Each commissioner shall submit the pesticide use reports received to the
department on a periodic and timely basis as prescribed by the director.
idi Data from the reports will be used for:
(1) Prioritizing monitoring programs.
(2) Pesticide use enforcement.
(3) Worker safety programs.
(4) Environmental monitoring including, but not limited to. pesticide
contamination of surface or groundwater. impact on endangered species.
off-target application and other adverse environmental impact.
(5) Pest control research.
(6i Public health monitOring and research.
(7! Similar activities by the deportment.
I e) (1! Persons required to submit completed. pesticide use reports shall retain
them for at least two years after the date the fonns are to be submitted pursuant
to subdivision (a J.
(2) The director shall retain the reports for a period of time suffiCient to
evaluate the chronic health effects. if any. associated with pesticide use.
(/) The department shall make the reports available upon request to the
Department of Health Services.
(g) The department and the commissioners shall make the reports available
upon request to produce handlers. retailers, or the public.

SEcrI01'i 37.
Section 12980 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12980. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that it is !!eee~~IIP!, ftftEl
~ imperative to provide for the safe use of pesticides and for safe working
conditions for farmworkers, pest control applicators, and other persons handling,
storing, or applying pesticides. or working in and about pesticide-treated areas.
The Legislature further finds and declares that the development of regulations
relating to pesticides and worker safety should be the joint and mutual
responsibility of the Department of Food and Agriculture and the ~
Department of Health Services.
The Legislature further finds and declares that in carrying out the provisions of
this article, the University of California. the Department of Industrial Relations.
and any other similar institution or al!encv should be consulted.
It is 'the intent of the people of the-Staie of California in amending this article
to protect the health and safety of agricultural employees that are exposed to
pesticides.

SEcrION 38.
Section 12980.1 of the Food and Agricultural Code is added, to read:
12980.1. (a) The department's agricultural employee protection program
shall be designed to protect the health and safety of agricultural employees that
are e:rposed to pesticides.
(b) The dil'f!Ctor shall review and revise e:risting worker safety regulations in a
manner consistent with the provisions of this article.
SEcrION 39.
Section 12981 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12981. The director shall adopt regulations to carry out tfte !!PB .;~ie!!s ef this
article. Stteft These regulations shall include, but are not limited to, all of the
following subjects:
(a) Restricting worker reentry into areas treated with pesticides determined
by the director to be hazardous to worker safety by using either or both of the
follOwing:
(1) Time limits.
(2) Pesticide residue levels on treated plant parts determined by scientific
analysis to not be a significant factor in cholinesterase depression or other health
effects.
When the director has adopted regulations pursuant to both paragraphs (11
and (2), the person in control of the area treated with the pesticide shall have the
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optIOn of following re~lations adopted pursuant to either paragraph II . or 12,. If
the person In contrOL of the area treated With the pestiCide choose~ to follOW
re!!UiatlOTIS adopted pursuant to paragraph 12" the director ma\ establish and
charge the person a fee necessan' to cover an\' costs of analvsis or costs Incurred
by tiie dnector or commiSSIoner In carr\'Ing out regulations' adopted pursuant to
paragraph (2;. The rel!uiations shall inClude a proceaure for the collection of the
fee. and the fee shall not exceed actual cost.
(bl Handling of pestiCides.
~
lei Hand washIn'g facilities.
•
I d i Farm storage and commercial warehousim! of pesticides.
I e I Protective devices. Including. but not limited to, respirators and eveglasses.
ifi Posting, In English and Spanish. of fields, areas, adjacent areas or fields. or
stora!!e areas.
(gJ impiementation of hazardous substal/ces mfonnation al/d traminllm a
manner that shall proClde a~ricultural workers ri~}jts as least as effective as. al/d
cons/steT/t with. the federal Hazard Communications Standard 129 CFR
19JO.12(0). notu:ithstandinll any other provIsion of law.
The btftte Department of Health Services shall par~~~l:ate in the development
of anY regulations adopted pursuant to this article.
Those regulations that
relate to health effects shall be based upon the recommendations of the b+ftfe
Department of Health Services. The original written recommendations of the
!>tttte Department of Health Services, any subsequent revisions of those
recommendations. and the supporting evidence and data upon which the
recommendations were based shall be made available upon request to an\' person.

SECTJO:\ 40.
Section 12981.1 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12981. 1. The director shall. by regulation. establish a program for the traiTlIng
of all persons who handle. mix. or apply toxicity category I pesticides or other
pesticides deemed blJ the director to pose a hazard or potential hazard to u'orker
safety. public health or the environment. The training of such persons shall be
designed to assure the safe use and haT/dlil/g of pesticides. This section shall I/ot
limit the director's authority under Section 12981.
SECTJO!\ 41.
Section 12981.2 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12981.2. la) The director shall, by regulation, determine which crops are
labor intensive crops and develop for these crops, in consultation with the
Department of Industrial Relations, the University of California and the
Department of Health Services, crop sheets with information on each of the
restricted materials or toricity category I pesticides typically used on a crop. the
specific acute and chronic effects of exposure to those pesticides. time of year and
use. and an1l other information the director determines to be appropriate. The
crop sheets shall be printed in English aTld Spanish, and may be printed in other
languages commonly used by agricultural workers who work with a particuiar
crop.
(b) The crop sheets shall be distributed to employers and to cliT/ics. hospitals'
and other health care providers that serve agricultural workers.
(c) The crop sheets shall be developed and distributed no later than one y
from the effective date of this Act.
SEcrIO!\ 42.
Section 12981.3 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read as follows:
12981.3. After january 1, 1992, at the time a pesticide is registered or
reregistered, the Director sha// establish, by regulation, reentry intervals
follOWing pesticide application for toxicity category I, II, III and priority
pesticides as defined in Section 13063 based on data and infonnation received
from all sources including the registrant.
SEcrIO!\ 43.
Section 12982 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12982. This article. and the regulations adopted pursuant to this art/cle. shall
be enforced by the director and, under the direction and supervision of the
director, the agricultural commissioner of each county. The director and the
agricultural commissioner ef eaeft ~ ~ tfte ftireeftert ftftEl sltlle" i!Jie!! ef
tfte ~ ~ ettferee t:Jpe. isiefts ef Htt! ttrflete -e tfte pegltilltieft~
~ f*IPSltIIM +e *- ~
~ etrieer -,- ~ tfte etreefer. ftftEl tfte
eelftlftissie!!ep itt tfte e!!fepeelfteftt ef tfte 1pe tisiefts ef tftt8 MfleIe ftftElltft¥
pegltilltiefts ~ ~ flt th may e assisted in carrying out their
responsibilities under this section by' the local health officer. The local health
officer shall investigate and shall take necessary action in cooperation with the
agricultural commissioner to abate any condition where a health hazard +feIft
~ _
exists, ftftEl ~ ffiIte fteeessllP} tteftett; itt eeBllePlltieft w#ft tfte
eelfttni!tsiefter, +e eBMe ~ stteft eeft8itieft. from pesticide use. The local health
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officer may call upon the !;tttfe Department of Health Services for assistance
pursuant to tfte IlrB.;~8M ef Section 2951 of the Health and Safety Code.

SEcrION 44.
Section 12985 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12985. Any person who orders an employee to enter an area posted with a
warning sign in violation of any worker safety reentry pellttirelfteftts Ilpelftttlgatea
regulation adopted pursuant to this article ~ tfte ~ is guilty of a
misdemeanor. A violation of this article affecting any worker or workers
constitutes a separate offense for each affected worker.

SECTION 45.
Section 12986 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12986. (al The director shall review and approve programs for training
persons who handle or apply pesticides in aerial pest control operations. The
training programs shall be consistent \l.ith, but not limited to, this article and rna"
include partiCipation ~ ~ in field practices or exercises dealing with ~.
safe handling and application of pesticides and may include performan..
measurement of the jractices and exercises.
(b) The IIIlIlPB. e training programs referred to in subdivision (0) shall be
conducted by industry qualified instructors. Industry qualified instructors are
persons approved b\' the director.
(c) All persons who successfully complete an approved training program shall
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be issued a certificate of completion by industry qualified instructors. which shaH
be available for inspection by the director or a commissioner, or ~ M ~ theIr
representative. When the person completing an approved training program
attended the program at the request or expense of the person's employer, the
employer shall be provided a copy of the certificate of completion, which also
shall be available for inspection by the director or a commissioner, or ~ M lie!'
their representatIve.

1:
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CI10:\46.

tion 1298i is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
. /2987. The director shall require rellistrants of pesticides to submit all data
necessaTIJ to perform the director's duties under tliis artic/e.
SEcrIO~

47.

Section 12988 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
12988. .Vo pesticide may be registered, or reregistered, unless the director
determines that its registrant has complied with this artic/e.

SEcrION 48.
Section 12996 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12996. 1a) Every person who violates any provision of this division relating to
pesticides, or anv regulation issued pursuant to a provision of this division relating
to pesticides, is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished bv
a fine e+ not less than five hundred lieIlttrs I$5(0) nor more than five thousand
dollars ($5,0001. or by imprisonment of not more than six months, or by both fine
and imprisonment. Upon a second or subsequent conviction of the same provision
of this division relating to pesticides, a person shall be punished by a fine of not
less than one thousand dollars 181,000) nor more than ten thousand dollars
1810,(00), or by imprisonment of not more than six months or bv both fine and
imprisonment. Each violation constitutes a separate offense.
! b) :'I/otwithstanding the penalties prescribed in subdivision (a), if the offense
involves an intentional or negligent violation which created or reasonably could
have created a hazard to human health or the environment, the convicted person
shall be punished by imprisonment itt Mte ~ jftH not exceeding one year Mitt
Mte MIMe ~ or by fine of not less than ft¥e ten thousand dollars ~
(SlO,(X)()) nor more than fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or by both the fine and
imprisonment.

SEcrION 49.

SEcrION 52,

Section 12998 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
12998. Any person who violates any provision of this division relating to
pesticides, or anv regulation issued pursuant to a provision of this division relating
to pesticides. shall be liable civilly in an amount not exceeding tett fifteen
thousand dollars ~ (SlS,(x)()) for each violation. Any person who commits
a second or subsequent violation that is the same as a prior violation or similar to a
prior violation or whose intentional violation resulted or reasonably could have
resulted in the creation of a hazard to human health or the environment or in the
disruption of the market of the crop or commodity involved. shall be liable civilly
in an amount not to exceed twenty-five thousand dollars (825,000), Anv monev
covered under this section shali be paid into the Department of Food and
, ;iriculture Fund for use by the department in administering the provisions of
is division. and Division 6 (commencing with Section 11401).
.
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SEcrION 50.

Section 13000 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
13000. Aft A ny action brought pursuant to this article shall be commenced by
the ~ Mte e8t!lHH!isi8f1ef, Mte Attorney General. the district attorney, the
city prosecutor. M the city attorney. tt!I ~ _
fM'o' ee, the director, or the
commissioner, as is appropriate. within two years of the occurrence of the
violation. However, when an investigation is completed and submitted to the
director, the action shall be commenced within one year of that submission.

SEcrION 51.

.

Section 13060 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
13060. (a) G8l1liftefleift~ ~ h ~ Mte The department, in cooperation with
the SflMe Department of Health Services, shall conduct an assessment ~f the
dietary risks associated with the consumption of produce and processed foods
treated with pesticides. ~ The assessment specified in this section shall
integrate ~ any relevant data on acute toxicological effects. if any, and
the mandatorv health effects studies specified in subdivision IC) of Section 13123,
appropriate dietary consumption estimates, and relevant residue data based on
the department's and the ~ Department of Health Services' monitoring data
and appropriate field experimental and food technology information. to quantify
consumer risk, In conducting the assessment, the department shall consider
Qiltefeflees differences in age, sex, ethnic, and regional consumption patterns
9W
e8f1sisefes . In order to assure the adequacy of public health protection,
=I=!te the department shall submit each risk assessment and supportinl?
documentation to the SflMe Department of Health Services; wttft fleeessllF,
~fift~ S8e!lft'lefttllfi8f1, for peer review; wMeft 9W ~ Mte IlSe~!llle, e+
pttiMie ~ h'8teefi8f1, The ~ Department of Health Services may prOvide
comments to t e department. The department shall formally respond to all of the
comments made by the ~ Department of Health Services. The department
shall modify the risk assessment to incorporate the comments as deemed
appropriate by the director. All correspondence between the department and the
~ Department of Health Services in this ml'tter shall be made available to anv
person. upon request. pursuant to the California Public Records :\ct (Chapter 3.5
(commencing with Section 6250) of Division i of Title 1 of the Government
Code).
(b) The department shall consider those pesticides designated for priority food
*~toring pursuant to Section 12535 and the results of the department's or the
,.'
Department of Health Services' monitoring in establishing priorities for the
etarv risk assessmen ts.
IC) . 1.1) If the department lacks adequate data on the acute effects of pesticide
active ingredients or mandatory health effects studies speCIfied in subdiVIsion 'c I
of Section 13123 necessary to accurately estimate dietary risk. the department
shall require the appropriate data to be submitted by the registrant of products
whose labels include food uses. This subdivision shall not be construed to aifect
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the time frames established oursuant to Section 13127.
12) ~o applicant for re~;stration, or current registrant, of a pesticide who
proposes to purchase or purchases a registered pesticide from another producer
in order to formulate the purchased pesticide into an end use product shall be
required to submit or cite data pursuant to this section or offer to pav reasonable
compensation for the use oi anv such data if the producer is engaged in fulfilling
the data requirements of this section.
!d) 11 i If It the registrant fails to submit the data requested bv the director
pursuant to this section within the time specified by the director. the director
shall issue a notice of intent to suspend the registration of that pesticide. The
director may include in the notice of intent to suspend any provisions that are
deemed appropriate concerning the continued sale and use of existing stocks of
that pesticide. Anv proposed suspension shall become final and effective .30 davs
from the receipt bv the re~istrant of the notice of intent to suspend, unless during
that time a request for hearing is made by a person adverse Iv affected by the
notice or the registrant has satisfied the director that the re~trant has complied
fully with the requirements that served as a basis for the notice of intent to
suspend. If a hearIng IS requested, a hearing shall be conducted pursuant to
Chapter 5 Icommencin~ with Section 11500) of Part 1 of Di\ision.3 of Title 2 of
the Government Code. The only matter for resolution at the hearing shall be
whether the registrant has failed to take the action that served as the basis for the
notice of intent to suspend the registration of the pesticide for which additional
data is required and whether the director's determination with respect to the
disposition of existing stocks is consistent with this subdivision.
12) A hearing shall be held and a determination made within i5 davs after
receipt of a request ior II hearing. The decision rendered after completion of the
hearing shall be final. Any registration suspended shall be reinstated bv the
director if the director determines that the registrant has complied fully with the
requirements that served as a basis for the suspension of the registration.
(e) If the department finds that any pesticide use represents a dietary risk that
is deleterious to the health of humans. the department shall prohibit or take
action to modify that use or modify the tolerance pursuant to Section 12561. M
l!eflt; or cancel the tolerance, as necessary to protect the public health.
Section 13061 of the Food and Agricultural Code is amended to read:
13061. (aj The department and the ~ Department of Health Services
shall jointly review the existing federal and state pesticide registration and food
safety system and determine if the existing programs adequately protect infants
and children ffefft ~ e.[!l8S!lFe fe !lestieise ~ :t:fte I'e'I'tew '!fttttt
e81f11f1eflee tt!I ~ ItS ~ itt ¥.t9G: !!6 t+tM ~ ~ M d8lf1iflis!fltti I e
nSjHstlflefits 8eteflflll!ea fe
l!eeeSSIlFj tt!l1I ~ ef ~ ~ ~ elIft i!e
fft!I8e eft II ti!fIet¥~. The department shall consult with the l.:niversitv of
California and otlier qualified public and private entities with scientific e:rpertise
in conducting the joint review. :t:fte jetM ~ 9W eefIfitttte iM It ~
fHtte itt eMer fe ewiit!lfe ~ ~ e+ itt+ttM ~ fe ~ ~
wftteft t!! !lfesefltl, ~ !lflSeftaKefi ~ ~ ~ .'.e8itelfl, e+ Seiel!ees.
Wttftitt ~ fft6fttfts e+ ~ eftieiM rete.tse e+ ~ ~ .\ellseHlI e+ ~
~ Mte Se!lIlFtHlel!t ~ fittttMe It ~ sesefieiflg Mte e I Ill!l~ti8f1 t+tM _
e8f1S!letes !l!lFSHllfit fe ~ ~ iflelHsifl~ 8ft¥ ree8H1H1eflsllti8f1S terft18si!"ie8ti8f1. e+ ~ ~ pe~ttlllt8F, ~ itt ~ fe ll!ie~Hlltel, ~
iflftttte 8fIti ~ ,.I, ~ e+ HIt!! ~ W!l sHeft'littes ~ tile Cd I eFI!8F 8fIti
tile LeiisllltHfe. The entities consulted should include representatives of the
medica community and other health-based organzzations, with special emphasis
on those that focus on the health of infants and children.
I b) The joint Tet'iew shall consider all scientific reports which are. or become.
available and which analyze the federal or state food safety program particularly
in regard to children. By July 1, 1992, the departments shall jointly finaii::.e a
public report describini5 the evaluation and including recommendations. if
necessaTIJ. for modification of the existinll regulatoTIJ system to ensure the health
and safety of infants and children. Copies of the report shall be submitted to the
Governor and the Legislature and be made available to the public.
IC) .Vot later than JanuaTIJ I, 1991, the director, shall commence a statelL'ide
suroey of food consumption amonll children. The suroey sha// take into account
~'ariations in consumption based on al?e, ethnic orillin, socioeconomics. and
geographic location. In preparinll the sun'ey, the director shall ret'iew the dietaTIJ
intake data available from nationwide studies conducted by the United States
Department of Agriculture and other applicable agencies. and shall identify
supplemental information needed to characterize the nature of children's diet in
the state.
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SEcrION 53.
Section 13062 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
lJ062. tal For purposes of this section. the term "inert ingredients" means an
ingredient in a pesticide which is not an "actlt'e ingredient" as defined in the
Sec. 136la) I.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide. and Rodenticide Act (7
I b i The director may require any rer<istrant that has registered a pesticide
lL'hich contains an inert inllredient which has been listed by the United States
Environmental Protection Ar<eflCY as an Inert of Toxicological Concern (List 11.
or any other iT/ert ingredient which has been deemed by the director to be of
slllnificant toricological concern. to submit appropriate and relevant acute
toxicity, chronic toricity, and residue data to the department for the inert
i nllredient in question.
-'ci The director may set maximum time periods for the submission of data
required pursuant to this section. Those time periods sha// not erceed those set bl!
the enited States Environmental Protection !igency pursuant to the Federal
Insecticide, Funr<icrde. and Rodenticide Act, or jit'e yean from the date the data is
cailed to be submitted for review pursuant to this section. whichever is less.
:d I The director, In cooperation WIth the Department of Health 5erL'ices, sha//
conduct an assessment of the risks assoCIated with the consumption of raw
ar<ncultural commodities and processed foods that may contain residues of inert
inllredients referenced i1l subdivision I bl. The assessment sha// intellrate an
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I'wiuatllJ1i of data or. acu/{' alld chromc heaith effects. dIetary COllsumvtlO7I
estlmales. alia reinant reslaul'dat(/.
If"
j( the 01 rector (mas that anll use of the pesticide contamilll! a71 mer/
l7Ieredient is deleterious II! health because of the presence of the men wilredleni.
Ihe director shall take actUJ7/ to 71/odif,/the pestIcide relllstratlOn or use a.1
lIecessanl ((I protect the health and safetll of consumers mcludml:. but not Izmited
to SUspellSlOn or canceliatllln of the relllsiratlOn of anti pestiClae contamme the
771ert t71l:redlellt. as u'ell as modIfication or ca;lcell~ti(}n of anll establzshed
tolerances for pestICIde formulatiolls containinll the mert in(lredient.
f' The director mall require allY re/!lstrant that has reclsterea a pestIcide
u'hich contams an inert ineredieTlt specified in subdivision (bi to provIde a
practIcal allal!Jticai method for accurately determinmll its residues. The method
shall allou' the director ((I deiermine the residue on each crop u'lthm a contl1luous
24-hour period.
It;) Where there are multiple rellistrants of a pesticide containin(l an mert
in(lreaient or where multiple pesticides use the same l1Iert in(lredien~ the dIrector
shall facilitate the formation and coordination of a task force to provide the data
requIred pursuant to thIS section.
SECTIO~ 54.
Section 13063 is added to the Food and AI!ricultural Code to read:
13063. la} There shall be a comprehensive revielc of priority pesticides. For
purposes of this section: the term "priority pestIcide" is defined as any pestICIde
actIVe mgredlent for u'hlch a food reSIdue tolerance has been established by the
federal Ilovernment or the department and which has been: (I) listed by the
Lnited States EnL'ironmental Protection A{!ency as a known or probable human
carClno(len aTld published as final in the Federal Register: or (2) listed pursuant
to SectIOn 25249.8 of the Health and Safety Code as a chemIcal knOll-on to the state
to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity.
(bl The director shall dn'elop, in consultation with the Director of the
Department of Health. Sert'ices. a process for the review of priority pesticides.
rc! The Governor Shall appoint a Scientific AdviSOry fieview Panel for Priority
PestICIdes consisting of five experts. with scientific expertIse in pestIcide residue
impacts on human health. The panel will serve as an independent scientific
adVIsory panel to the director as the review of priority pesticides is beinf!.
conducted. The panel shall conduct its initial meeting on or before july I, 199/
Members of the panel shall serve without compensation, but shall be reimbursed
for actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the performance of
their official duties.
rd! For each priority pesticide. the'panel shall review the relevant toxicity,
exposure. and pestiCIde use data and fietermiT/e if the pesticide use represents a
"negligible adverse health effect risk" as defined iT/ this section. The panel may
also recommend to the director what action the panel believes should be taken to
achieve the "negligible adverse health effect risk" level for the pesticide in
question. The panel shall submit the results of its determination. and anu
recommendatio7lS. in u'riting to the director, the Director of Health Services. and
the Governor. The panel shall also make those results and determinations
available to the public.
I el After review of the determinations and recommendatio7lS of the panel, the
director shall make pubiic in a written report the actions which the director
determines should be taken relative to the priority pesticide in question.
(f; ,4Cti07lS which '!lay be recommended or taken for purposes of subdivisio7lS
(d) and Ie! include. but are not limited to. modifICations to use. iuijustments to
pre-harvest intervals. modification. suspension, or canceliation of registration for
particular food crops. or modification or cancellation of tolerances.
(gl Section 13060(c I and (dj shall be applicable to this section.
(h I The Governor may reorganize the governmental structure of the State to
facilitate this revicu' process pursuant to Section 12080.2 of the Government Code.
Ii) The evaluation of priority pesticides shall include consideration of the
following factors: II} the nature of toxic effects caused by exposure to the
pesticide. . (2) the validity. completeness. and re7iability of the data regarding the
pesticide.' (3) the necessity of the pesticide for the production of an adequate and
wholesome food supply: aT/d (4) any health related benefits related to the use of
the pesticide.
U) The reviews undertaken pursuant to this section shall be implemented so as
to not exceed a negligible adverse health effect risk.
(k) For the known and probable human carcinoge7lS and chemicals known to
the state to cause cancer referenced in subdivision la), the term "negligible
adverse health effect risk" is defined as the level of dietary exposure to the
pesticide residue lielou' a level which would present a sif!.njficant increased cancer
risk. calculated using f!.enerally accepted scientific methods.
(I) For chemicals known to the state to cause reproductive toxicity, the term
"negligible adverse health effect risk" is defined as the level at which the
pesticide residue will not cause known adverse human reproductive health
effects. including an appropriate margin of safety deSignated by the panel in
accordance with generaily accepted Scientific methods.
(m) When either (J I the department recommends to the Health and Welfare
Agency that a priority pesticide be considered for potential listing pursuant to
Section 25249.8 of the Health and Safety Code or (2) the Health and ",'elfare
Agency, Department of Health Services or the Safe Drinking Water and toxic
Enforcement Act Scientific Advisory Panel undertakes a revicu' or risk assessment
for a priority pesticide. the director shall submit to those entities a report on the
relevant assessments, if any. conducted under Section 13063 and any relevant
recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Reviell-' Panel for Priority Pesticides.
SECTIO~ 55.
Section 13150.1 is added to the Food and Agricultural Code to read:
13150.1. The director may allow the continued registration, sale. and use of an
economic paison which meets anyone of the conditions specified in Section 13149.
only if the qirector c07lSUlts with the Director of Health Services aT/d the chair of
the State Water Resources Control Board prior to issuing a decision pursuant to
Section 13150lc) and fd) regarding findings of the subcommittee.
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SECTIO\ 56.
SectIon 55861.7 of tne FDod and Agncultural Code is repealed.
~ ~;8t •• itft~IHH8IHf~~itt~ffl~t-~~
ffl ~ ~ etteft ~~ ~ It 6Q ~ stlPel!8Pfe ffl ~ ~itt
.tt ffifflIlIfIfi _
IlPe~ePIBee ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ffl

~ ~ ~ e€!ltlPtHleHt eetePHliHes ~ ~ ~ ~ 6tte ffl'~
~

8!l!llieItBilih 6f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ attft ~ 6f ~ ee6to

~ ~ 6f ~ ~ 8Htl bttfet.y beee ffl ~ ~ M ~
9t:1Bst8Htitli eeBHBlflle~ W6tti6 ~ ffl imlioiatillilieeHsees. ~

ei'

~~ffl~~~~ee!l8Sileaitt~~~~

Hte Qe!lIlPtlfleHt ei ~ 8Htll\gpietlittlPe Mtttft., '" ~ ei W ~ fie!'
fll6fttft ~ ee ~ +e ~ stlPeftllP!le ftet ~ wftett e-,
SECTIO\" 57.
SectIOn 56571.7 of the Food and Agricultural Code is repealed.
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SECTIO:'\ 58.
Section 12261 is added to the Government Code to read:
1::261.. la) In order to respond to the need for a focused and exciusivc effort
to coordmate the implementation and enforcement of state laws related to'the
highly complex and technical regulation of food, pesticides, agriculture, and
discharges of pesticide residues to sources oj drinking water. the Secretary of
Er:vironmental Affairs shall also serve as the Environmental Advocate for Food.
H'ater, and Worker Safety, and shall have pnmary and exclusive responsibility
for the follOWing actions:
(l) coordinating u'ith state agencies regardinl! their responsibilities in
implementin{! and enforcing the environmental laws of the state which relate to
food. pesticides, agnculture, or discharges of pesticide residues to sources of
drinkinll water;
(2) submitting recommendatio7lS to the Department of Food and Agriculture
relative to implementing Section 14102 of the Food and Agricultural Code
pe,!aming to the regulation of environmentally harmful materials: and
(3) coordInatIng u'lth the Department of food and Agriculture in
implementing Sectionl2798 of the Food and Agricultural Code pertaining to
pesticide use reduction research.
(b) The Secretary of Enviromental Affairs in the capocity ofEnt'ironmental
Advocate for Food. Water, and Worker Safety may revieu: the enforcement of
state laws related to food. pesticides, agriculture, and discharges of pesticidf
residues to sources of drinking water to det~rmine whether legal enf orcem tr4•
action IS appropriate. If the Secretary determmes that legal enforcement actiom~
appropriate and is not being pursued by the appropriate state. regional, or local
agency, he or she shall bring the matter to the attention of the appropriate agency
with jurisdiction. The agency shail respond to the Secretary within 60 days and
provide a status report on the investigative or enforcement action which is
underway, if any. If, after ret'iewing the agency status report, the Secretary
believes that the agency saction is not sufficient, he or she may bring the matter
to the A ttorney General for his or her action.
(c) The provisio7lS of this subdivision shail became operative only ifan Office
of EnVironmental Advocate IS created by the passage of an initiative measure in
the General Election of 1990 and the provisions regardillg that office are
.
implemented.
(1) To ensure an effective coordination effort by the Secretary of
Enviromental Affairs, in the capacity of Environmental Advocate for Food,
Water. and Worker Safety, in the operation of state programs and enforcement of
state laws related to food. pesticides, agriculture, and discharges of pesticide
residues to sources of drinking water, the Office of the Endronmental Advocate
shall have no authOrity relative to those areas of state law. Additionally. the
Office of the Enviromental Advocate shall not:
(i) interfere with or affect the responsibilities or actio7lS of the Director of the
Department of Food and~4griculture pursuant to the Food and Agricultural Code
or the status of the Department of Food and Agriculture as the lead agency with
respect to the regulation offoad. pesticides, and agriculture;
(ii) affect the responsibilities of agencies and departments which are directed
to worfjointly w.ith, or to be consulted by, the Department of Food and
Agriculture JTI the Implementatwn of the Food and Agricultural Code;
(iii) interfere with or affect the responsibilities and actio7lS of the Director of
Health Services pursuant to the Health and Safety Code in respect to the
regulation offood and pesticides;
(iv) interfere with or affect the responsibilities of the State Water Resources
Control Board or the Regional Water Quality Control Boards in respect to
discharges of pesticide residues to sources of drinking water; or
(v) affect implementation of Section 21080.5 and 21080.6 of the Public
Resources Code concerning the certification of regulatory programs by the
Secretary of the Resources Agency relative to programs which pertain to food.
pesticides. agriculture, or discharges of pesticide residues to sources of drinking
water.
(2) The Secretary of Encironmental Affairs in the capacity of Environmen.
.4dvocate for Food. ",ilter. and Worker Safety, or h~ or her designee, shall seT~·.;
a member of the CounCIl on EnVIronmental Q u a l I t y . '

SECTION 59.
Section 26001.1 is added to the Health and Safety Code to read:
26001.1. "Active ingredient" shall have the same meaning as "active
ingredient" in the Federal Insecticide, Fun(licide, and Rodenticide Act (7 US.C
Section 136(0)).
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SEcrIO~ 60.
Section 26015.1 is added to the Health and Safe tv Code to read:
26015.1. "Inert inl5redient" means an inl5redient that is not an active
iTlgredient.

SECTIOl'-< 61.
Section 26025 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
26025. "Pestieiee eftelftlelll" "Pestidde" or "pesticide chemical" means any
'lnce which alone. in chemical combination. or in formulation with one or
,
substances. is an "economic poison" within the meaning of Section 12753 of
,"" ood and Agricultural Code of this state or a "pesticide" as defined in the
Federal Insecticide. Fun~cide. and Rodenticide Act +M ~ ~ :;. ~ ~
~ et ~ (i US.c.. Sec. IJ6(u)). iTlc/udinl5 the "active iTll5redient" as defined
ill Section 260()J.I or "iTlert ingredient" as defined in Section 26015.1. and which is
used in Hte production. storage. or transportation of any raw agricultural
commoditv.

J

sEcrrO!'l62.
Section 26205 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
2620.1. la) All pesticide regulations and any amendments to

~ those
regulations adopted pursuant to the federal act, as defined in Section 2601 I. or
the Food and Agricultural Code, which are in effect on :-':ovember 23. 1970. or
which are adopted on or after ~ ftMe; November 23, 19iO. are the pesticide
regulations in this state. The department may. by regulation, prescribe tolerances
for pesticides in processed foods in this state whether or not these tolerances are
in accordance with the regulations adopted pursuant to the federal act or the
Food and Agricultural Code.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, the department shall
evaluate the tolerance prescribed, or an exemption from a tolerance granted, for
a pesticide in processed foods and make a determination whether or not the
existing tolerance. or the exemption from a tolerance. is protective of the public
health whenever anyone of the following occurs:
(l) The Director of Food and Agriculture designates the pesticide as a
restricted material pursuant to subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 14004.5 of the
Food and Agricultural Code.
(2) The Director of Food and Agriculture refuses to register or cancels the
registration of the pesticide pursuant to Section 12825 of the Food and
.4gricultural Code, or suspends the registration of the pesticide pursuant to
Section 12826; of the Food and Agricultural Code, upon determining that the
pesticide is detrimental to the public health and safety.
(3) The Director of Food and Agriculture adopts regulations restricting
worker entry into areas treated with the pesticide pursuant to Section 12981 of
the Food and Agricultural Code.
(4) The pesticide is the subject of a proceeding pursuant to a determination by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency under paragraph 13) (i) (A),
13) (ii) (A). (3) (ii) (B), or (3) (iii) of subsection (a) of Section 162.11 of Title 40 of
the Code of Federal Regulations.
.. . e requirement to evaluate a tolerance preSCribed, or an exemption from a
; . . ance granted, for a pesticide does not apply if the department finds that any
• he actions described in paragraphs (1) to (4), inclusive. occurred for reasons
that are not related to the question whether or not the existing tolerance. or the
exemption from a tolerance. adequately protects the public health. If the
department makes such a finding, the reasons for the finding shall be stated in
writing.
ic) The determination required by subdivision Ib), and the reasons for the
determination, shall be stated in writing. If the determination is required because
any of the actions described in paragraphs 11) to (4). inclusive. of subdivision (b I
occurs after January 1, 1985, the determination shall be completed within one
year of the date of the action. If the determination is required because any of
those actions occurred prior to January I, 1985, the determination shall be
completed by January 1. 1990.
(d) In any case where the department. after consultation with the
Department of Food and Agriculture. determines, pursuant to subdivision Ib),
that the tolerance preSCribed. or an exemption from a tolerance granted. for a
pesticide is not protective of the public health, the department shall. if it does not
act immediately pursuant to subdivision (a), transmit notice of its determination
to the responsible federal agencies and shall request that they take action,
pursuant to the federal act, to modify the tolerance or an exemption from a
tolerance. If, after one vear from the date the notice is transmitted. the
department finds that the responsible federal agencies have failed to take
appropriate action to protect the public health. the department shall exercise its
authority pursuant to subdivision (a) to prescribe a tolerance that is protective of
the public health and shall notify the responsible federal agencies of its action.

SECTION 63.
Section 26206 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
26206. All food additive regulations and any amendments to ~ those
regulations adopted pursuant to the federal act. as defined in Section 2601 I.
which are in effect on November 23. 1970, or which are adopted on or after ~
ftMe; November 23. 1970. are the food additive regulations of this state. The
department may; ~ .e~i8ft811, prescribe by regulation conditions under which
a food additive mav be used in this state whether or not such conditions are in
accordance with the regulations adopted pursuant to the federal act.
SEcrIO~64.

Section 26505.6 is added to the Health and Safety Code to read:
26505.6. (al The department shail expand and maintain its annual program
It) monitor processed foods for pesticide residues. chemicals. microbes. and other
~minants of health concern. The department shall monitor at least tWIce the
_ber of samples of processed foods sampled by the department in 1990.
fbi The department shall conti7lue its emphasis on ro7ltammants o{ll,reatest
health concern considering the likelihood that the contammants may be -prese7lt
ill foods. the likely quantities of the contaminants that might be consumed bl} the
"ellBral populatio1/ and senslfh'e subpopuiatiolls. WIth special emphaSIS on
illfants and children, and the likelih(}()d that the contaminants are cOTlce7ltrated
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O'r altered by process~ng. Contaminantsof gre~test heolth concern include but are
1I0t izmlted to those jood use pestICIdes IdentifIed 11/ Section 12535 of the Food and
.4ll,ricultural Code.
-'CI The monitorinl5 prol5ram under subdivision (a) shall include processed
foods that are not produced or processed in this .rtate. The department shall
desi'?n the expanded m07litorinl5 prof5ram so that the department increases the
percentall,e of samples taken from processed foods that are not produced or
processed in this state above the percentage monitored in 1990. The focus on
m07litoriTl15 imported commodities is necessary because: (I) commodities
produced outside of California are not supported by records of pesticide use
which assist state agencies in providing meaningful monitorinl5 and regulatory
IJction and 1:71 such commodities may be grown with pesticides which are not
registered in California or with pesticides applied under conditions Tlot allowed
in California.
(d) Prior to july I. 1991. the department shall commence a study. utilizing the
results of the department's monitoring program. to review and determine:
! I) the potential conce7ltratioTl of pesticide residues from processing aTld any
health effects relating thereto: and
(2) tlie extent to which processed foods are part of the diet of i7lfants a7ld
children.

SECTIOl'-< 65.
Section 26506.6 of the Health and Safety Code is repealed.
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SECTION 66.
Section 26509 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
26509. (a) Every laboratory or other person which performs or which brokers
or otherwise arranges for the performance of pesticide chemical analvsis on food
shall report to the appropriate state agency any finding of pesticide chemical
residues in a food for which no chemical residue tolerance has been established or
that is in excess of federal or state residue tolerances or tolerances for a pesticide
suspended. banned, or otherwise not permitted by the Department of Food and
:I.griculture or the United States Environmental Protection Agencv. if the food is
in the channels of trade. The report shall be made as soon as possible. and in anv
event. ftet litter tfltttt within 24 hours after the analyzing laboratory makes the
finding. Findings on raw agricultural commodities and dairy products shall be
reported to the Department of Food and Agriculture. Findings on all other foods
shall be made to the StMe Department of Health Services.
(b ) For ~ ~ purposes of reporting findings regarding raw agricultural
commodities, "in the channels of trade" means the point at which the raw
agricultural commodities leave the farm, including raw agricultural commodities
bound for processing up to the point that processing is initiated. For the purpose
of reporting findings in processed foods. "in the channels of trade" means at the
point the processed food leaves the direct control of the processor. which means
either that the product is not located on the premises owned by. or under the
control of. the processor or a portion of the product has been released for sale or
use.
ICI The person submitting the food for pesticide chemical analysis to a
laboratory or other person shall certify in writing. at the time the sample is
submitted for anolysis, whether or not the food has entered the channels of trade.
and if not. whether or not the food will enter the channels of trade prior to the
communication of the test results to the person submitting the food for analysis.
Absent that certification, the laboratory or person receiving the food for chemical
analysis shall presume that the food has entered the channels of trade and make
the report or reports required by subdi"'IDon (ai.
(d) The department shalf adopt standarized reporting guidelines for
laboratories and shall provide laboratories with those gUidelines and a list of
citations and other sources of information regarding applicable pesticiae
chemical tolerances.
re) The department shall provide to the reporting laboratory or other person.
within a reasonable time. a written description of any additional information the
department requests regarding the sample in question.
SEcrlON 01.
Section 26509.1 is added to the Health and Safety Code to read:
26509.1. Every laboratory or other person subject to Section 26509 shail
maintain records of the results of each pesticide residue test performed for a
period of two years after the date the test was performed.

SECTION 68.
Section 26509.2 is added to the Health and Safety Code to read:
26509.2. fal Every laboratory or other person subject to Section 26509 shall
report quarterly to the Department of Food and Agriculture, without reference to
the specific entity for which the analysis was performed. the following general
~ummary information for tests conducted on food in the channels of trade durin,?
the prior quarter:
I I) the commodity tested:
(2) the analytical tests performed:
(.]! the pesticides detectetl
141 the let'els at which the pesticides were detected:
15) the samples analyzed that had 710 pesticides detected.
t bl The quarterly reports shall be desi1l,ned to assist the regulatory agencies in
iJu1l,mentinl5 the Stat."B S statistical information base on pesticide residues in food.
IC) Sectio" 26509fb). (cl. and (d) shall be applicable to this section.
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SEc.:TIO\ 69
Sectlor. 265~.5 i~ aao£'d to the Health ana ~afetv Coo!' to reao:
26S22.S. Food wi/Jorted illto Califorrzza cOlltalT/WI: a detectable pestlndl'
residue snail be re(!araed as adulteraied If' all II of th£' folillu:/TI(! c(lI/dillonl eIlsl
III Ihe re?lstratlOn (0' till' IJ£'sticide has /}ee71 co'7Icelied orrus/J£'71ded (or use 0/1
that commodau 171 CtJ lifo TIl za. I;;, the pesticld,' resIdue 1.\ ttl erces.' or a (000'
resIdue tolera7l!:e or actlOTl level: or ;'J. the reillstro7lt has o/Jpited (or Colt(;mIl(J
relIislratlOlI for tne /Jestll:lde a7ld the De/Jartmenl o( Food a7ld AfIricuiturc ha.,
determmea' that the pesticide docs llOt m~el the De/Jartme7l1 of Food 01/0'
.4(!riculturl':' rCf!istratlflll critrria.
.
SEc.:TIO\ 70.
Section 26801 of the Health and Safety Code is amenoed to read:
26801. .'tn\ person wfte ~ corn'icted of violatl7lf! am' provision of this
division or an\' reguiation adopted pursuant to this division shall ~ if eSI! i ielea. be
subiect to Imonsonment for not more than one vear in the count\' 1ail or a fine of
not' more than _ ~ ~ ~ one thousand five ilimdred dollars
ISl.S()()) . or both the Impnsonment and fme. If the violation is committed after a
pre\'ious convictIOn unaer this section which has become final, or if the vioiation
is committed with intent to defraud or mislead. the person shall be subject to
impnsonment for not more than one vear itt tftt. e6ttftf¥ ~ iffl!lpi~8I!fflel!t 1ft
~ ~ or :i fine oi not more than ten thousand dollars (810.000 I. or both the
imprisonment and fine.
SEc.:TIO\ 71.
Section 26802 of the Health and Safet\' Code is amended to read:
26802. ~ Olle-quarter of all fines collected b\' an\' court or judge for
an\' violation of an\' provision of this division shall be paid into the State'Treasur\,
to the creolt oj the General Fund and one-quarter shall be paid into the Food
Safety Fund created b1l Section :262()().5 ,
SEc.:TIO\ 72.
Section 6393 of the Labor Code is amended to read:
6393. The manufacturer shall be relieved of the obligation to provide a
specific purchaser of ft hazardous substance with an MSDS pursuant to Section
6390 if the manufacturer has a record of ha~ing pro\ided the specific purchaser
with the most current \'ersion of the MSDS. if the ~ i5 tit8eIIee ~ f6
tftt. ~ il!geeiieiae. l"HfTeiae. !tH& Reaefl~ieiee AE+. !t9 !lfl'lefleee. or if the
product is one sold at retai and is incidentally sold to an employer or the
employer's employees. in the same form. approximate amount. concentration.
and manner as it is sold to consumers. and ~ to the seller's knowledge, employee
exposure to the product is not significantly greater than the consumer exposure
occurring during the pnncipal consumer use of the product. Except for products
so labelled. tftt. IlP8, 191efl~ e+ this section Be shall not relieve the manufacturer of
the requirement to pronde direct purchasers with new. revised, or later
infonnatlon or \1SDS pursuant to tftt. IlP8 i isi8f1S e+ Section 6390.
SEcrIO" i3.
Section 639i of the Labor Code is amended to read:
6397. i a; An\' person other than a manufacturer who sells a mixture or an\'
hazardous substance shall provide its direct purchasers of the mixture or
hazardous substance at the time of sale with a copy of the most recent MSDS or
equivalent infonnation prepared and supplied to the person pursuant to either
Section 6390 or subdhision (bl whenever it is foreseeable that the provisions of
this chapter ma\' apply to the purchaser.
(b) Any person who produces a mixture may, for the purposes of this section.
prepare and use a mixture MSDS. subject to tftt. Ilpe .~9i8f19 e+ Section 6395.
(c) Any person subject to tftt. r8 i~~i81!9 e+ subdivision I a) shall be relieved of
the obligation to provide a speci ic purchaser of a hazardous substance with an
MSDS if he or she has a record of hming provided the 1:~~le~urchaser \\ith the
~ ~ tftt.
most recent verSIOn of the MSDS. tf tftt. ~ t!
~ il!seetieiee. l"Hl!l!:ieiee, IIfttl Reaefltieiae ~ ItS !lffleflaee, or if the
product is one sold at retail and is incidentally sold to an employer or the
employer's employees. in the same fonn, approximate amount. concentration,
and manner as it is soid to consumers, and. to the seller's knowledge, employee
exposure to the product is not Significantly greater than the consumer exposure
occurring during the principal consumer use of the product.
SEc.:TIO:\' 74.
Section 6399.1 of the Labor Code is amended to read as follows:
6399.1. Compliance with regulations of the Director of Food and Agriculture
issued pursuant to ~ ~ Article 10.5 of Chapter 2 of Division i of the
Food and Agricultural Code shall be deemed compliance with the obligations of
an employer ~ towards his or her employees under this chapter.
SEcrIOI\ 75.
Section 21080,6 of the Public Resources Code is added to read:
21080.6, The certi{ication of the pesticide regulatory program pursuant to
Section 21080.5 shall be 1'f!lJiewid by the Secretary of the Resources Agency and a
recertification decision issued prior to january 1, 1993, The purpose of such review
is to render an updated review of programs presently being implemented
pursuant to the eristing law ami regulations so that the Secretary can determine
if these ret!ised and present programs qualify as functionally equivalent to the
enlJironmental protection afforded under Sectiol/ 21080.5.
SEcrIOI\ 76.
Section 32006 is added to the Vehicle Code to read:
32006. (a) It shall be unlawfultor any tank truck carrier or vacuum truck
carrier to tral/sport food in allY tan' truck: tank truck trailer. t)(lcuum type tank
truck, or vacuum type tank truck trailer that is also used to transport hazardous
materials.
Ib) For purposes of this section. the fol/ouJing definitions shall apply:
(1) Food is de{ined by Section 26012 of the Health at/d Sofety Code.
(2) Tank truck carrier is defined by Section 3522 of the Public Utilities Code.
(3) Vacuum truck carrier is defined by Section 3523 of the Public Utilities
Code,
(4) Hazardous matenals is defined by Section 3S3 of the Vehicle Code.
(c) Any comer who violates this section. in addition to any other penalty
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pronded brl lou'. I; sublee//o a civi/lH'lIfJ/tu of not less thall 011l' thousand dollars
(Sf.{X)(), or more thall fir;r ti/llusfmd aolla;',· i sS.(}(X)) for each l'/oiattlJII.
Id) 041111 carner who nolate.• this sectlOll I.f lIui/t!1 of a IlIIsdemeOlwr alld u/Jon
CO/lvictlOl) shall be /JuIlIsilPd bl/ a (ille of Iwt less than flFf' hUlldred dollars
; S5(){) , II/lr more thall tU'r; ti,,;u,\'(l1Id fite hundred do7iars IS;;.S()O). or h"
l//lprlSOll/nent of 1I0t less thall 10 dOllS IInr more than Sir months. or both brl fiT/e
alld mmnsonment. Each ['Io/atlOlI constItutes a separate offense
.
(e!
The Departmellts /If flt'altlz Services. Food and AlIricuiture. ~
Trallsportatioll shall iomtiu cOIlduet a studll to rev/eu' the ertent to which fv
hauled "" tank trod comen or f'Qcuum true/.: carrier., ill vehicle.l· or traili'rs • ""
aiso Carrll ilO=ardous mateT/ais alld delJelop recommendations OT/ additional
programs or legisiatilJe reforms to further protect food durinll transport. The
departments shall report the results of this study to thp Con'mor and to the
Legislature 110 later than December 1. 1991.
SECTIO\ ii.
Section 13052 is added to the Water Code to read:
nos;;. As used in this division. "pesticide" means all eco1l0mic poison as
defilled in Secti01l 12i5J of the Food aT/d Agricultural Code.
SEcrIO:\78.
Section 13}j3 is added to the Water Code to read:
IJI iJ. .\'0 later than fuly 1. 1991. the board shall adopt stateu:ide water
qualitll objectives for those pestIcides which are listed as torie pollutants
pursua1lt to Section JOi of the Federal Clean Hater Act alld u'hich the dischar!!,e
or presence of in the affected waters of the state could reasonably be erpected to
illterfere u'it}, beneficial uses. In deve{oping those objectives, the state board shall
consider the critena for water quality developed and published by the lJnited
States Ern'ironmenta7 Protection Allency pursuant to Section 304 of the Federal
Clean Hater Act and the latest scientific knowledge regarding the type alld
ertent of effects on beneficial uses.
SEc.:TIO\ 79.
Section l3174 is added to the \Vater Code to read:
131i4. The state board shall. 011 or before january 1. 1992. delJelop alld
implement a program for the monitorillg ana evaluation of pesticide residues alld
chemical residues in waters of the state. The prOllram shall focus on pesticide
residues and chemical residues which may be discharged into waters of the state
and which may cause adverse impacts to waters of the state if present in
sufficient quantities.
SEcrIO'\80,
Section l3l75 is added to the Water Code to read:
131 is. BII january 1. 1993. the state board. in cOl/sultation with the re{!ional
boards. shall implement a ",'onpoint Source Ma1lagement Plan. The purpose of the
plan u·i1/ be to ensure. through the implementation of best manallement
practices. that relevant and applicable water quality objectil}(!s. including those
for pesticide residues. are aehietJed in waters of the state within reasonab7e time
peri~ds. In implementing the prolJisions of the plan which relate to pesticide
residues. the state board shall consult with the Department of Food , .
.
Agriculture and consider information gained from the program specifie
Section 131 i 4.
.
SEcrIO!\' 81.
Section 13241.1 is added to the Water Code to read:
13241.1. By january 1, 1993. each regional board. in consultation with the
state board. shall review eristing water quality stat/ciords and objectives related to
chemicals set forth in the regional board'r water quality control plan to
determine whether the objectilJes are based on cot/sideration of actual risks to
public health and the enlJironment, Each regional board. shall, after a public
hearing. relJise eristing water quality standards and objeclil}(!s. as necessary. in
order to incorporate considerations of actual risks to publio health and the
environment.
SEcrI01\ 82.
Section 13242.1 is added to the Water Code to read:
13242.1. Each regional board shall by january 1, 1995. ret!iew its water quality
control plan and the implementation of the state's Nonpoint Source Management
Plan and best management practices in its region to determine whether reler;ant
and applicable water quality objectives related to chemicols are being achieved
within reasonable time periods.
SEcrION 83.
Section 13263.3 is added to the Water Code to read:
13263.3. Each regional board shall by january 1. 1994. revWu., its water quality
control plan and point source discharge permits and u'aste diseharfle
requirements to determine whether the eristing permits and requirements are
COIISistezlt with the plan. In the renewal review for the permits and requirements.
each regional board shall ensure that its permits and requirements are relJised. if
necessaru. to be eOllSistent with the plan.
sEcrioN 84.
Should this initiative measure, the Environmental Protection Act of 1990. and
any other initiative measure in this election dealing with pesticide enforcement
for food. water. and worker safety be passed. the initiative with the greater
number of votes should be implemented in its entirety at the exclusion of any
components of the Em'ironmental Protection Act of 1990 or any other initiative
measure dealinf( with pesticide enforcement for food. water, and worker safety.
SEcrIO!'\ 85.
If any provision of this initiative measure. or the application of that provision to
any person or circumstances. is held invalid, the remainder of this initiative
measure. to the maximum extent it can be given effect. or the application O f l t
provision to persons or circumstances other than those to which it is held i'ZX.
shall not be effected thereby, and to this end the provisions of this initt~;.
measure are severable.
SEcrIOI\ 86.
The pro\ isions of this initiative measure shall be amended by the Legislature to
further its purposes bv a statute passed in each house. two·thirds of each
membership concurring.
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SECTION 87.
It is the intent of the people that the provisions of this initiative measure
constitute an integrated and comprehensive set of statutorv amendments tor
reform of pesticide enforcement for food. water. and worker safety. The people
find that these amendments present a balanced reform package and it is their
intent that additional. simultaneous burdens related to the same subject not be
ed on state and local governments. food producers. food processors. or the
'c who depend upon an adequate supply of nutritious food. Accordingl\', it is
._
tent of the peopie to implement this initiative measure relating to pesticide
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enforcement for food, water, and worker safetv to the exclusion of the
Environmental Protection :kt of 1990 or any other initiative measures which mav
be adopted at the same time on the same subject. To that end, if this initiative
measure receives a higher number of votes than the Environmental Protection
:\ct of 1990 or another initiative measure at the same election, such initiative
measures to the extent they regulate pesticide enforcement for food, water. and
worker safetv shall be deemed to be inconsistent with this initiative measure
within the meaning of Section 10 subdivision I b I of Article II of the California
Constitution.

Proposition 136: Text of Proposed Law
This initiative measure is submitted to the people ·in accordance with the
provisions of ;\rticle II. Section 8 of the Constitution.
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by repealing and
adding sections thereto: therefore, existing provisions proposed to be deleted are
printed in ~ ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in
italic type to indicate that they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
THE TAXPAYERS RIGHT-TO-VOTE ACT OF 1990
SECTIO~ 1. Title. This Act shall be known and may be cited as The
Taxpayers Right-to-Vote Act of 1990.
SECTIO:'lr 2. Findings and Declarations. The People of the State of
California herebv tlnd and declare as follows:
la) Taxes should not be imposed on the People of California without their
consent.
I bl In order to protect all taxpayers from sudden and unreasonable increases
in general taxes which would threaten their economic security, limitations should
be placed on general tax increases and the imposition of new general taxes.
(CI In order to protect targeted segments of taxpayers from special taxes
imposed upon them alone, limitations should be placed on special tax increases
and the imposition of new special taxes by special interests.
(d) ~o increase in special taxes imposed by counties, special districts, charter
cities. or general law cities, and no new special tax imposed by these entities.
should take effect \vithout a two-thirds vote of the People.
(e) ;';-0 increase in special taxes imposed by the State of California, and no new
special tax imposed by the State of California, should take effect without a
two-thirds vote of the People or a two-thirds vote of both houses of the
Legjslature.
~ft :'100 increase in general taxes imposed bv the State of California. and no new
general tax imposed by the State of California. should take effect without a
majority vote of the People or a two-thirds vote of both houses of the Legislature.
(g) :'100 increase in general taxes imposed by counties. special districts, charter
'. cities. and general law cities, and no new general tax imposed by these entities,
l'iZl:lld take effect \vithout a majority vote of the People.
• !II) :'100 excessive and unfair special taxes with respect to tangible personal
property should be imposed.
li\ In keeping with the spirit of Proposition 13, except as prOvided in Article
XIII A, §§ 1 and 2 of the California Constitution, no new ad valorem taxes on real
property or sales or transaction taxes on the sale of real property may be imposed.
SECTION 3. Purpose and Intent. The People of the State of California
declare that their purpose and intent in enacting this measure is as follows:
(al To prevent the imposition of any new State general tax or an increase in
any existing State general tax without a majority vote of ·the People or a
two-thirds vote of both houses of the Legislature.
I.b\ To prevent the imposition of any new State special tax or an increase in
any existing State special tax without a two-thirds vote of the People or a
two-thirds vote of both houses of the Legislature.
IC) To prevent the imposition of any new local general tax or an increase in
any existing local general tax without a majority vote of the People.
(d) To prevent the imposition of any new local special tax or an increase in
any existing local special tax without a two-thirds vote of the People.
\e) To protect against the imposition of excessive and unfair special taxes with
respect to tangible personal property.
If) To prohibit the imposition of any new ad valorem taxes on real property or
any transaction tax or sales tax on the sale or transfer of real property except as
provided in Article XIII A, §§ 1 and 2 of the California Constitution.
SECTION 4. Section 3 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution is
repealed.
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SECTIO~ ,5.
State Government General and Special Tax
Limitation. Section 3 is herebv added to .\rticle XIII A of the CalifornIa
Constitution to read as follows:
SECTION 3. (al From and after the effective date of this section. any
increases in State general or special taxes whether by increased rates. chanl?es in
methods of computation. any other increase in an existinll tax. or any new tax
~t be imposed by an Act passed by not less than two-thirds of all members
ed to each of the two houses of the Legislature. or as provided in subsection
c .
(bl From and after the effecth'e date of this section. any increases in State
taxes whether by increased rates. changes in methods o{computation, any other
increase in an existinf? tax. or any new tax also may be enacted by an initiative
passed. in the case of a f?eneral ta.r. by not less than a majority mte of the mters
cotillll in an election on the issue or. in the case of a special tax. and
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IlOtwithstandinf! Article Il f 10lal of the Cabfornia ConstitutIon. by not less
than a t/L'o-thirds vote of the voters voting in an election on the issue. or as
provided iTI subsection lal.
iCI Except as provided in Article XIII.4, 99 1 and 2 of the California
Constitution. no new ad ralorem taxes on real property or sales or transaction
tares on the sale of real property may be imposed.
Id) ,4ny special tax with respect to tangible personal property enacted on or
after .\tJL·ember 6. 1990, must be an ad valorem tax and must comply with the
provisions of Article XIII. 12 of the California Constitution..
(e I As used in this section. "general taxes" are taxes. including, but not limIted
to, income taxes, excise taxes. and surtaxes. levied for the general fund to be
utilized for I?eneral governmental purposes; "specia{ taxes" are taxes, includinl?,
but not limited to. income taxes. excise taxes. surtaxes, and tax increases. leVIed for
a specific purpose or purposes or deposited into a fund or funds other than the
gelleral fund. Taxes on motor vehicle fuel shall be considered general taxes for
purposes of this section.
SECTIOi\i 6. Section 4 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution is
repealed.
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SECTIOi\i 7. Local Government and District General and Special Tax
Limitation. Section 4 is hereby added to Article XIII A of the California
Constitution to read as follows:
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SECTION 4. (a) ,Votwithstanding Article II. f9(a) oj the California
Constitution, no local government or district. whether or not authorized to levy a
property tax. may impose any new general tax or increase any existing general tax
on such locality or district unless and until such proposed general tax or increase
is submitted to the electorate of the local government or of the district and
enacted by a majority vote of the voters votinll in an election on the issue.
(b) .Votwithstanding Article IL 19(a) of tfie California Constitution. no local
government or district may impose any new special tax or increase any existing
special tax on such locality or district unless and until such proposed special tax
or increase is submitted to the electorate of the local government or of the district
and enacted by a two-thirds vote of the voters mting in an election 'on the issue.
The revenues from any special tax shall be used only for the purpose or service for
which it was imposed. and for no other purpose whatsoever.
(c i Except as providea in A rticle XIII.4. 99 I and 2 of the California
Constitution. no local government or district may impose any new ad valorem
tares on real property or a transaction tax or sales tax on the sale or transfer of
real property within that local government or district.
Id) .4.tax subject to the vote requirements of subdivisions (0) or Ib) of this
section shall be proposed by an ordinance or resolution of the legislative bOdy of
the local government or of the district. The ordinance or resolution shall include
the type of tax and maximum rate. if any, of tax to be levied. the method of
collection. the date upon whIch an election sliall be held on the ISsue. and. if a
special tax. the purpose or service for which its imposition is sought.
lei As used in this section, "local government"' means any city, county, city
and county, including a chartered city or county or city and county, or any
public or municipal corporation; "distn"ct" means an agency of the state, formed
pursuant to general law or special act, faT the local performance of governmental
or proprietary functions within limitea boundaries.
"fl As used in this section. "general taxes" are taxes levied for the general fund
to be utilized for general governmental purposes: "special taxes"' are taxes {evied
for a specific purpose or purposes or deposited into a fund or funds other than the
general fund. As used in this section. "voter" is a person /L'ho is eligible to vote
under the provisions governing the applicable election. All taxes imposed by any
entity of local gOt'ernment shail be deemed to be either general taxes or speCial
taxes. Sales and use taxes voted on at a local level for transportation purposes
shall be considered general taxes for purposes of this section.
SECTION 8. Disaster and Emergencv Relief. Section 7 is hereby added to
Article XIII A of the California Constitution to read as follows:
SECTION 7. The provisions of sections 3(al and (d) of this article which
impose limits on new or existing State taxes may be suspended by a two-thirds
c'ote of the Lellislature and the approval of the Governor in order to permit funds
to be raISed for up to t/L'O years for disaster relief required by earthquake, fire.
flood. or similar natural disaster or for emergencies declared by the Governor.
The provisions of sections 4(a} and (h) of this article which impose limits on new
or existing local taxes may be suspended by a two-thirds vote of the lef?islative
body of the local government or district. as defined in section .J(el abot·e. in order
to permit funds to be raised for up to two years for disaster relief required by
earthQuake. Jlre. flood. or similar natural disaster or for emergencies declared by
the Governor.
SECTIO!l; 9. Liberal Construction. The provisions of this Act shall be
liberallv construed to effect its purposes.
SECTIO:>i 10. Effective Date. This .\ct shall take effect on :-.Iovember Ii.
1990.
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